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Transitioning from New Hire Orientation to New Hire Onboarding
INTRODUCTION
The South Carolina Judicial Department (SCJD), one of the three (third) co-equal
branches of South Carolina State Government, was established by adoption of Article V, Section
l, of the South Carolina Constitution as administrator of the unified judicial system (the Judicial
Branch). The Judicial Department works constantly to provide a court system that is not only fair
but is perceived as fair, in which all persons are treated equally and all matters are resolved in an
unbiased and just manner according to the law as established by the United States Constitution,
the Constitution of South Carolina, state statutes, and the common law. (SCJD Agency
Accountability Report, 2013). These efforts are reinforced through the SCJD's mission
statement:
To ensure that an accessibleforum is availoblefor the resolution of civil disputes and
criminol matters in afair ancl efJicient manner.
The statewide unified judicial system consists of the Supreme Court (the highest court),
the Court of Appeals (second highest court), and the Circuit Courts and Family Courts (located
in all 46 counties). Additionally, the SCJD provides judicial over site to County Courts, Masters-
in-Equity, the Magistrate's Courts, the Municipal Courts, the Probate Courts and Boards and
Commissions.
Workforce focus strategic challenges include replacing long-term key staff personnel and
institutional knowledge with high-caliber, qualified people and minimizing the loss of additional
staff and grooming new managers and leaders.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Every organization wants a highly engaged, motivated and productive workforce.
Research (Robb, 2012) has shown that organizations with above average levels of employee
engagement also have higher levels of productivity and lower levels of tumover. While factors
such as advancement opportunities, work environment and work/life balance play a role in high
productivity, low turnover and employee engagement, research indicates a key driving force of
these activities is attributed to the orientation/onboarding experience a new employee receives
(Savitt, 2012; Robb, 2012).
The existing New Hire Orientation (NHO) program at the South Carolina Judicial
Department (SCJD) follows the traditional model of orientation in which the focus is on a
narow range of organizational activities such as to get new hires on payroll, signed up for
benefits and to provide basic information (Sullivan,2009). New employees from across the state
travel to Columbia to attend a one-day (usually 2 to 4 hour) session led by Finance & Personnel
staff. During the session, employees learn about insurance, retirement, leave, travel, etc. and
complete all necessary new employee paperwork. Orientation sessions are held as employees are
hired and conducted in a one-time, one-on-one or group meeting. There is no follow-up made
with employees beyond seeking information to correct employment forms or to collect
employment forms not submitted during orientation.
Additionally, the current orientation process does not contain a comprehensive ongoing
agency-wide component where hiring managers are involved in the orientation process and
information is shared in a way that gives employees the opportunity to learn over time through a
series of managed activities about the agency, agency goals, mission and culture, their
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department, position, work environment or co-workers. The current NHO also offers limited
information and resources to assist new employees in successfully integrating into the new work
environment, in increasing employee satisfaction and improving a new employee's time from
hire to productive employee. A review of literature regarding best practices in NHO indicates the
way to address these issues is for organizations to transition away from the traditional new hire
orientation to the development of a comprehensive new hire onboarding program (Sullivan,
200e).
Onboarding, as defined by South Carolina Human Resources Division, is "the process of
integrating employees into their new work environment. It is viewed as the last stage of the
recruitment process and the first steps towards retention. The focus of onboarding is a strong
employer welcome, affirmation of the employee's right choice in a job, affirmation that the
employee fits into the organization and long-term relationship building".
According to Michael Savitt (Savitt, 2012), an effective, organized and engaging
onboarding program is a necessity for achieving organizational success. A further review of
literature suggests the ability of an organization to retain and develop its employees is becoming
increasingly important (Salopek,2012; Wallace,2009; Robb, 2012; Dunn & Jasinski,2009). A
well-managed and facilitated new employee onboarding program can be a powerful strategic
lever when it is comprehensively implemented. In his review of an onboarding survey conducted
by TrainingMagazine in partnership with Avatar HR Solutions of 1300 organizations, Michael
Savitt (Savitt, 2012) reports that of the 1300 organizations who participated in the survey, 73o%
of the organizations had a formal onboarding program in place; however, only 51% of those
organizations felt their programs were effective.
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In the absence of a truly effective onboarding program, there is missed opportunity for
the agency in the area of fully integrating new employees into the agency. A well designed and
implemented NHO program has advantages of increasing commitment to the organization,
reducing tumover, shortening the learning curve, increasing productivity, increasing employee
confidence and relieving anxiety, and helping the new employee feel like a valued team member
(Wallace, 2009). The scope of this project is to evaluate SCJD's current NHO efforts agency-
wide and by individual employees and hiring managers, and identify opportunities for
development of a comprehensive onboarding program. Research on best practices and NHO data
will be used in development of recommendations for the design and implementation of our
onboarding program.
A primary goal of data collection for this project was to gather feedback on how new
employees and managers view the current NHO program. Specifically to answer the following
questions:
1. Is the current NHO program effective in welcoming and integrating new employees into
the agency?
2. How satisfied employees and managers are with our NHO efforts?
3. What opportunities are there for improvement in the current orientation process; and
4. What should be included in a comprehensive onboarding program?
This feedback will guide the transition from new hire orientation to new hire onboarding,
creation of NHO efforts that are consistent throughout the agency, and presenting NHO as a vital
component of SCJD's strategic human resource management efforts. Ultimately, the goal is to
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offer a comprehensive new hire onboarding program, not just a program where the primary focus
is getting new employees on payroll or enrolled in benefits.
Data collection began with review of SCJD's current NHO activities and research of
literature on new hire orientation and onboarding to get a better understanding as to what
onboarding is, why onboarding is important, how onboarding is different from orientation and
best practices used in developing and implementing an onboarding program. Discussions on
employee orientation were also held with HR staff members and key staff members in other
departments within the agency. A review of current electronic HR files, the agency's website and
intranet was also conducted to gather information on available resources that could be
incorporated into an onboarding program. Key internal resources were also contacted to
determine the feasibility of having elements of the onboarding program delivered via internet,
web page, webinars, videos, e-forms and e-mail. While e-mail use has been implemented for
some onboarding information, discussions on the feasibility of the other resources listed are
ongoing.
Employee feedback was obtained from employees hired between 2011 and 2013. These
new employees were identified from new employee demographic reports generated from the
South Carolina Enterprise Information System (SCEIS). For verification, new employee data
collected from SCEIS reports was compared with employee data maintained by HR on its
internal database, the HEAT Ticketing system and HR rosters.
SCJD has 621 authorized full-time equivalent (FTE) positions. A review of new hire
reports indicate that between 201I and 2013, the SCJD Human Resources Office assisted the
agency (managers and supervisors) in hiring more than three-hundred-thirty-five (335) full-time
FTE employees. While a certain number of these new employees, approximately 86 percent
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(primarily law clerks and staff attomeys), are not intended as career track placements and only
work for the Judicial Department for a short period of time (1 or 2 years depending on the
position), this translates into well over three hundred (300) plus opportunities for the agency to
make a positive long lasting favorable impression on those entering the agency through its
orientation process.
To collect feedback on their orientation experience, a new hire orientation survey was
developed. This survey centered around the following topics: General Employment Information,
Recruiting/Hiring Process, New Hire Orientation, Work Environment and Agency Resources.
The survey consisted of 50 multiple choice and open-end questions. Information gathered from
research on best practices and discussions with those involved with the current new hire
orientation process was utilized in the development of survey questions for new hires. The
survey sought information on the current structure of the orientation program, feedback on
information provided during orientation, recommendations on improving the orientation process
and information that should be included in an onboarding program.
Survey Monkey was the instrument used to conduct the new hire orientation survey. The
survey was emailed to one-hundred-eighty-one (181) randomly selected new employees. Ninety-
seven (97) employees responded for a fifty-three (53) percent response rate. The survey was
open from October 31, 2013 until November 15, 2013. A series of meetings and discussions with
HR staff and other stakeholders were held to discuss the survey results.
Supervisors and managers who hired new employees between 2011 and 2013 were also
surveyed to get their feedback and recommendations on the new hire orientation process. The
focus of the supervisor survey was on activities that the supervisor performed prior to an
employee's first day on the job, the new hire orientation itself, and activities which take place
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after the employee is on the job. The 20 question survey consisted of both multiple choice and
open-ended questions. Questions for this survey were developed based on best practices and a
review of data collected from the employee suryey. Like the employee survey, Survey Monkey
was the instrument used to conduct the supervisor survey which was emailed to 40 supervisors
and managers. Twenty-two (22) responded for a fifty-five (55) percent response rate. The
supervisor survey was open from January 14,2014 until January 22,2014. Data collected from
all these sources was analyzed for utilization in the development of a comprehensive onboarding
program.
NEW HIRE SURVEY DATA ANALYSIS
Data collected from the new hire survey gave some insight into SCJD's current NHO
efforts, how new employees view SCJD'S current orientation process and how satisfied they are
with their experience with SCJD. Survey responses indicate 93.7% of new employees are
satisfied with their experience at SCJD and have an overall favorable impression of the agency.
Most responses regarding the agency's recruitment/hiring process were favorable.
According to 47oh of employees, they learned about job vacancies through sources other than the
traditional agency methods of agency postings and soliciting the judge with the highest
percentage (45%) of other sources being word of mouth. When asked about their interview
experience, STyo of new employees stated they participated in a formal interview and a combined
90% (88 employees) agreed or strongly agreed they were given an accurate description of the job
responsibilities. Over 91o/o of employees agreed or strongly agreed that the interaction and
communication with agency representatives during the recruitment and hiring process was
friendly, informative, helpful and welcoming. These survey results tend to suggest SCJD is doing
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a good job in the area of recruitment/hiring. Suggestions for improvement ranged from none or
neutral (52.69%) to positive/constructive (29.03%). Suggestions such as: more coordination
between postings on state website and job specific websites or associations such as law schools
or court reporter websites, more clearly stated job location information on postings and more
timely communication with applicants on where they are in the recruitment process have been
implemented based on feedback from the employee NHO survey.
Of the respondents taking the survey,95.7yo attended new hire orientation while 4.3o/o
did not. Of those who attended orientation, 59.1o/o attended before their first day on the job,
30.1% attended on their first day on the job and 5.4Yo attended after their first day on the job.
Current orientation sessions are scheduled as new employees are hired which resulted in 45.2Yo
of the orientation sessions being one-on-one meetings and 54.9o/o being group meetings with 2 or
more employees.
Overall, the majority of survey respondents had a favorable impression of the new hire
orientation (NHO) process with a large percentage, 91.lyo, agreeing they were made to feel
welcomed by SCJD staff during their orientation session and 85% indicating written materials
received was helpful. Open-ended comments regarding their orientation experience and things
they remembered included "friendly and helpful", "excellent", "very good", "it was a great
program", "relatively a waste of time for new employees coming in from a different state
agency", "too much information", "lots of paperwork" and "it took too long". Recommendations
for improvement such as: provide information in advance of orientation, encourage individuals
to read information and complete forms ahead of time, and make adjustments in the orientation
process for employees transferred from another state agency have been implemented.
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As follow-up to providing information prior to orientation, 56.7yo of new employees
indicate, if given the option, they would prefer to receive new hire information at their
orientation session which has been a normal part of our NHO process. However, most open-
ended comments along with92oh of new employees indicate if information was provided to them
prior to orientation, they are more likely to read the information as well as complete the
employment forms prior to their scheduled orientation. Based on this employee feedback,
orientation materials are now being sent to new employees electronically prior to orientation. By
implementing this practice, some of the focus for orientation has been shifted away from the
"traditional" completing of forms and has created the opportunity for more meaningful activities
to be included in the onboarding process such as taking a tour of the Calhoun and Supreme Court
Buildings or having representatives from various departments attend orientation to give an
overview of their department. This process has also help decrease the amount of time wasted
while waiting for employees to complete forms. This procedure has been implemented as a
permanent enhancement to the orientation process. Discussions on other ways to improve the
orientation experience are ongoing.
According to new employees, of the information relayed during orientation, benefits
information (73%) was most beneficial followed by payroll information (55.1%), overview of
HR polices (51.7%),leave guidelines (47.2%) and travel (24.7%). Employees found the least
beneficial information to be computer training Oa.6%). Eighty-six point two percent (86.2%) of
new employees agree orientation information met their needs as a new employee; however,3.4Yo
did not agree. Although a majority of new employees indicate their orientation session met their
informational needs; only 620/o indicate NHO prepared them for the work environment while
13.8% indicate NHO did not prepared them for the work environment. This is identified as an
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area where improvement is needed. Research suggests (Human Resource Division)
implementing a comprehensive onboarding program will help better prepare new employees for
the work environment.
When asked what additional information would have been helpful as a new employee, the
results were as follows:
Taking a tour of the Calhoun Building and Supreme Court 35.3%
Having information about the job prior to the first day of work 31.8%
Having a peer welcome coordinator or "buddy" 25.9oA
Representatives from departments attend orientation to give brief overview 2L2%
Information about agency (history, organizational leadership, structure, etc.) 20.0%
Formalized job specific training plan 20.0%
Introduce new hires to senior management during first week on the job 7 .I%
Suggestions for improving agency communication and resources indicate the need to
provide contact information for administrative personnel early in the orientation process (this
information is now included in the orientation materials). One employee suggests creating a
standard format for all email correspondences sent from Human Resources. A generic human
resources email account has been established for new hires to submit questions or employment
forms electronically and a human resources email template for sending emails to new employees
has been created and is currently being tested. Also important to new employees is follow-up
after they have been at work a few weeks to make sure things are progressing well and making
contact with them a day or two before their orientation session. A re-vamp of the agency's
intranet page is also planned for the second quarter of 2014. Discussions with key internal staff
members regarding these recommendations are underway. Once approved, recommendations
will be included in the onboarding program.
Of new hires surveyed,96.30/o feel their supervisor and others in their area were prepared
for their arrival and made them feel welcome on their first day of employment. Eighty-eight
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point nine percent (88.9%) indicate they had all the necessary resources on their first day. Four
point nine percent (4.9%) however disagreed with this statement. Those who did not have all the
necessary resources were either given the opportunity to order the items needed or the missing
items were made available soon after their arrival.
Majority of respondents (87.60/o) indicate their supervisor did a good job of explaining
job duties and expectations to them; 9.9Yo were neutral; whereas, 2.5o/o disagreed with this
statement.
Eighty-eight point nine percent (88.9%) of new employees indicate they were provided
the instruction, training and resources needed to be successful on the job. Also, 82.8% indicate
their supervisor was actively involved in their training. Employees received training through a
variety of sources. The most common form of training is on-the job training (8a.8%) followed by
conferences (39.2Yo), training on systems and processes (36.7o/o), agency sponsored training and
webinars (21.5%), formal classroom/instructor led training (12.7%) and lastly professional
development training (8.9%). Of particular concem,11.4yo of respondents indicate they did not
receive any form of training. According to employees, this could be attributed to their length of
time on the iob.
For new employees, time from hire to productivity ranged from two weeks (72.2%) to
three to six months (1.3%). Having a mentor or go-to person, job shadowing with seasoned
employees, more job specific training and resources added to computers were mentioned as ways
to increase productivity in a shorter period of time. When asked, after being on the job for a
period of time, what resources are needed to help you perform better in your position,
respondents replied: more feedback as to quality of work, understanding of how court is run,
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training on the ins and outs of the Judicial System, a better list of phone numbers, and who has
authority over what area.
I\EW HIRE ORIENTATION SUPBRVISOR SURVEY DATA ANALYSIS
Because they play an important role in the development of their employees, supervisors
of new employees were surveyed to assess their opinion on the current NHO process. Response
rate for the survey was above average (55%). Those that responded gave valuable insight into
their involvement in recruitment and hiring and the orientation process. Survey results were used
in identifying opportunities for developing an onboarding program. Like their employees,
supervisors commonly use word of mouth (72.3%) as their most go-to form of recruiting
applicants for vacant positions; utilization of the state job website was the second most
commonly used form of recruiting at 59.09Yo. One hundred percent of supervisors indicate they
conduct formal interviews before making a job offer.
Survey responses regarding activities engaged in prior to a new employee's first day on
the job were encouraging. When asked about preparing for a new employee's first day on the job,
90.9I% indicates their employees are assigned a workstation and computer and established with
network and telephone access. Additionally, 72.73olo ensure their employees' have an email
account and telephone with voicemail set up while 63.64% equip workstation with vital
reference materials and order furniture as needed. To further prepare for their new employee,
45.45% of supervisors order missing office supplies, make alrangements for office keys, name
plate and business cards.
As for communication, supervisors indicate they actively communicate with their new
hires prior to their first day on the job. Communication include providing a contact name and
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number for questions (81 .82o/o), sending a welcome email or letter after job offer is accepted and
calling the new employee a few days before start date to welcome them to the agency (45.45%)
to notifying co-workers and key contacts of new hire start date (68.18%). These forms of
communication are considered onboarding "best practices".
Finally, in preparation for their new employee's first day on the job,22.73o/o assign their
new employee a mentor or buddy, 31.82% gather job specific resource information, while
13.64% create a training schedule for the employee's first week or longer. Also, supervisors
(18.18%) indicate they ensure their employee is scheduled for new hire orientation and 9.09%
schedule time for the employee to meet with key staff members.
Supervisors support their employees attending NHO as 100% report their new employee
attended NHO and 95.46oh feel information provided during NHO orientation is beneficial to
their employee. Suggestions for improvement to NHO include more computer training which is
opposite to employee responses that list computer training was the least beneficial. Other
suggestions are more time needed for orientation; providing information on organizational
structure, agency goals and mission; tour of Calhoun and Supreme Court Buildings; inclusion of
information from IT Security Architect; contact list for who to call with questions; emphasis on
representing the Supreme Court in a professional manner, protecting court resources and not
releasing confi dential information.
For the most part, supervisors engage in various "best practices" on their employee's first
day on the job ranging from ensuring they or a designated staff member is present to greet new
employee and introduce them to staff and team members (81.82%); coordinate site/office tour,
meet with employee to discuss job functions, responsibilities, expectations, and review basic
offrce guidelines (77.27%) to introducing employee to his,/her mentor (40.91%) and reviewing
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employee training schedule (36.36%). To help reinforce their employee's decision to join the
agency, 3I.82% indicate they introduce their employee to executive team members while
18.18% responded they accompany their new employee to lunch on the first day on the job.
Survey results indicate a large percentage of supervisors believe it is important to have
work assignments ready for their employee to complete so they feel productive immediately.
Results also indicate supervisors work with their employees to establish goals and job
expectations, to share unwritten rules, nuances and traditions and explain how their role fits in
with the goals of agency. Survey results further indicate supervisors are sharing departmental
information with their new employees. While survey respondents agreed information on agency
organizational structure should be included in NHO, they also include this information in their
department orientations. When asked how often they meet with their employee within their first
90 days on the job, survey responses range from daily to as issues arise 27 .27oA, 18.18 o% weekly,
13.64% bi-weekly, and 9.09Yo monthly. One respondent stated this is currently more of an
informal process but employees could benefit from adding more structure. As for training,
supervisors indicate they provide a variety of training opportunities for their employees with
I00% reporting the most common form of training being utilized is on-the-job training. One
survey participant felt that employees needed more training on internal policies and procedures.
Suggestions for additional employee training include supervisor training, training on computer
security issues, customer service, professionalism and confidentiality.
According to those surveyed, 36.36% of new employees are productive within two
weeks, 31.82% within one month,13.640A within two to three months and 18.18% within four to
six months depending on position. One respondent felt length of time to productivity depended
on level of incoming knowledge. Suggestions offered for helping employees be more productive
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in a shorter period of time are organized training and written desk procedures, have personnel be
more involved with periodic performance reviews, supervisor and management training, and
more cross-training in other work areas to see how work flows and how positions and
departments work together.
Finally, 36.36% of those surveyed felt a New Employee Onboarding Supervisor
Checklist would be extremely useful in planning for a new employee's arrival through their first
six months to a year on the job while 3I.82% felt it would be somewhat useful. Surprisingly,
18.19% felt a checklist would not be useful and 13.640/o were neutral. When asked to provide
recommendations for the development of a comprehensive onboarding program, supervisors felt
employees needed to be educated on overall goals and objectives of the agency as a whole, the
organizational structure, and mission and responsibilities of each division. Supervisors also felt
employees would benefit from being assigned a mentor and provided a list of key personnel in
finance and personnel who are subject matter experts for the purpose of answering questions.
Additional recommendations are form a committee of supervisors and new employees to develop
an onboarding plan. One respondent felt the word "onboarding" sounded too much like torture
and ask not to title the program "onboarding".
IMPLBMENTATION PLAN
Timeframes:
Many of the recommendations and best practices discussed in the survey have already
been incorporated successfully into NHO. As many as possible of the other suggestions and best
practices will also be phased into NHO over the next six months to a year. SCJD HR will be the
driving agent responsible for administering and marketing the new onboarding program.
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Cost:
The cost for the overall plan is undetermined at this time. However, there are many steps
in the action plan that can be executed with little or no cost to the agency. HR staff members
have begun work on developing information to be included in NHO packet and provided to new
hires prior to their orientation date. Since this information will be sent via email, there will be no
cost associated with its distribution. Things that will be included in cost are purchase and
maintenance of a yearly subscription ($20a) to Survey Monkey, providing refreshments for NHO
and incorporating e-learning such as webinars or video component into the program. Since we
have employees in all 46 counties, there may also be travel costs associated with new employees
attending NHO activities.
Potential obstacles and methods to overcome them:
While there are no perceived long-term obstacles to implementation of the onboarding
program, several short-term obstacles are present. Currently, the Chief Justice is up for re-
election on February 5,2014. Should she not be re-elected and a new Chief Justice is elected,
gaining the buy-in of a new Chief Justice may not be feasible at this time. Additionally, gaining
buy-in from all stakeholders, employees, supervisors, senior management and specifically judges
will be crucial to the success of the program. To encourage success, formation of a focus group
consisting of HR staff management, supervisors, new employees and subject matter experts
would be beneficial to ensure implementation of the program continues. This focus group will be
tasked with working with HR to incorporate as many suggestions as possible into the onboarding
program, frnalizing the NHO onboarding process and developing a NHO onboarding policy.
Another possible obstacle lies in educating employees, HR staff included, and managers
on the difference between orientation and onboarding. Currently, employees and managers view
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NHO as a one-time, one-day event. Making the transition from a one-day mind set to a year-long
process will require ongoing follow-up, patience and ongoing training. Managing the onboarding
process after it is implemented presents another obstacle which can be addressed by assigning
this job function to a HR staff member. This obstacle can be further overcome with utilization of
tools such as a Supervisor Onboarding Training Guide, one-on-one supervisor/manager training,
written materials, email reminders and onboarding checklists to organize and track employee
completion of onboarding activities. Finally, incorporating an e-leaming or video component
into the program at this time presents an obstacle due to internal IT staff members working on
other more pressing IT projects. One way to address this obstacle is to provide as much
information as possible via email, through links on the agency intranet and by encouraging
employees to visit informational websites.
Resources:
SCJD has numerous employees throughout the agency who are subject matter experts and
have vast amounts of institutional knowledge. These employees have been identified and some
have begun participating in NHO onboarding presentations. Others have been contacted and ask
to provide assistance with development of web-based onboarding leaming tools, videos, and
agency tours. Resources for agency information include current employees, the agency website
and intranet. New employees themselves are important resources as is managers and supervisors
who play a vital role in the onboarding process.
Integration into standard operating procedure:
The goal of implementing an onboarding program is to have it replace the current
orientation process. As previously mentioned, several recommendations offered in survey results
and best practices identified through research have already been implemented as permanent
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enhancements to the NHO program. Additional recommendations and best practices will be
phased into the program in increments over time. Throughout each phase of implementation, HR
will take the necessary steps to ensure individual roles and responsibilities are clearly defined
and buy-in from all stakeholders is in place. All available resources will be utilized to ensure
new employees receive maximum benefit from the onboarding program.
Just as the data was collected for the original orientation process, evaluation of the
onboarding program will be conducted through a series of surveys administered at established
intervals (30, 60, 90) days with new employees and their supervisors to determine benefits and
effectiveness and of the onboarding program. Surveys will also be used to identify opportunities
for ongoing improvements to the program. Where practical, new employees and supervisors who
participated in the original surueys for this project will be invited to participate in an abbreviated
version of the onboarding program to assess the proposed changes prior to the full program being
made available agency wide and to new employees. Survey Monkey will be the instrument used
to conduct the surveys.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Implementing a well-developed new hire onboarding program can offer many benefits to
both the agency and new hires. NHO protects the investments of the recruitment and hiring
process, eases new employee anxiety about starting a new job, increases employee commitment
to the agency, reduces turnover, decreases the time from hire to productivity, clarifies
expectations and provides reliable information. A strong foundation has been established for
SCJD's onboarding program with several survey recommendations and/or suggestions currently
being implemented. As we progress through the year and become more knowledgeable of the
onboarding process, additional components will be added and adjustments made based on best
practices and changing needs of both the agency and employees. Special attention will be
directed toward gaining agency-wide buy-in and communicating the importance and value of the
onboarding program. Going forward, recommendations include the establishment of an
onboarding committee to continue the work started with the onboarding program which would
include working with the various departments to identify additional resources to be included in
onboarding program, working with the IT department to create webinars, e-forms and a new
employee onboarding web page and working closely with Human Resources in marketing the
onboarding program to employees, managers and supervisors.
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SurveyMonkey - Collector Details
Home My Surveys Survey Services Plans & Pricing
Page I of I
Upgrade scjdpe6onnel
+ Croato Suruey
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey
Human Resources Summary Design Suruey
Messages
Drafts
Scheduled
In progress 0
Mailed 3
Analyze Results
STATUS: OPENOverview
Recipients
Messages
Change Settings
Change Restrictions
Close Collector Now
New Email lnvitation Edit
Overview
Recipients
Sent
Unresponded 77
Responded 101
Parlial/Complete 19 / 82
Opted Oul 3
Bounced 0
Unsent
TOTAL 'I78
178
ll"'rddi"d;E*ii
rorAl 3
0
0
n
https://www.surveymonkey.com/MyCollector_Detail.aspx?sm:0vejm2Fl8JMQukrAhf0q... Il27l20l4
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 1
How long have you worked for SCJD as a full-time, permanent employee?
Answer Opfions
Less than 6 months
6 months to a year
1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
More than 3 years
43.3o/o
11.3Yo
27.8o/o
13.4%
4.1o/o
$
skipped question
Regpo*rs
CourH
42
11
27
13
4
97
0
How long have you worked for SCJD as a full-time, permanentemployee?
lLess than 6 months
l6 months to a year
trl to2years
tr2 to 3 years
I More than 3 years
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 2
What department do you work in?
Answer Options
Supreme Court-J ustices Cha mbers
Supreme Court-Clerk's Office
Su preme Court-Staff Attorney's Office
Office of Disciplinary Counsel
Commission Counsel
Bar Examiner's Office
Court of Appeals'Judge's Chambers
Court of Appeals-Clerk's Office
Court of Appeals-Docketing Office
Court of Appeals-Staff Attorney's Office
Court Administration (l ncludes Court Reporters)
Office of Information Technology
Finance & Personnel
Circuit Court Judge
Family Court Judge
Response
Percent
Response
Count
3.1o/o
0.07o
5.2Yo
4.1o/o
1.0o/o
0.ao/o
2.1o/o
1.Ao/o
4.1o/o
7.2o/o
18.6Vo
7.2o/o
6.2o/o
34.0o/o
6.2o/o
answered question
skipped question
3
0
5
4
1
0
2
1
4
7
18
7
6
33
6
97
0
What departmentdo you work in?
E Supreme Court-Justices
Chambers
I Supreme Court-Clerk's Office
tr Su preme Cou rt-Staff Attorney's
Office
trOffice of Disciplinary Counsel
lCommission Counsel
EBar Examiner's Office
I Court of Appeals-Judge's
Chambers
trCourt of Appeals-Clerk's Office
I Court of Appeals-Docketing Office
I Court of Appeals-Staff Attorney's
Office
tr Court Administration (lncludes
Court Reporters)
lOffice of Information Technology
IFinance & Personnel
lCircuit Court Judge
r Family Court Judge
2
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 3
ln what capacity do you work?
Answer Options
Division Director
Manager/Supervisor
Staff Attorney
Law Clerk
Court Reporter
Judge's Secretary
Other (please specify)
Number Response Date
Response
Percent
0.0%
4.1o/o
14.4Yo
23.7o/o
11.3Yo
22.70h
23.7Yo
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
0
4
14
23
11
22
23
97
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Nov 14, 2013 8:56 PM
Nov 13, 20132:11PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:18 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:16 PM
Nov 1,201312:45 PM
Nov 1, 201312:27 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 5:33 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 4:25 PM
Oct 31, 2013 3:03 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:59 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:56 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:31 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:30 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:30 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:27 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:25 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:25 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:25 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:23 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:23 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:23 PM
Other (olease ^
- 
-'-..'I'---- Categories
specrry)
Sys Admin
Finance
Docketing Specialist
Accounts Payable
Admi nistrative Assista nt
Receptionist
Administrative
Case specialisV docketing
Administrative Specialist
Ad mi nistrative Assista nt
support analyst
Docketing Specialist
program manager
Investigator
Ad mi nistrative Assistant
AP Accountant
Citrix Administrator
hardware helpdesk
Ad mi nistrative Assistant
Administrative Staff
Case Specialist
lT Consultant
vv
O CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 3
In what capacity do you work?
I Manager/Superviso
I
trStaff Attorney
uLaw Clerk
lCourt Reporter
IJudge's Secretary
tOther (please
O CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 4
How did you learn about the position for which you were hired?
Answer Options
Agency job posting
Solicited the Judge
Other (please specify)
Number Response Date 9-tT,|,.131""te categoriesspecrry)
1 Nov 13, 2013 7:17 PM Previously employed by Judge
2 Nov 13, 2013 6:52 PM Staff Attorney spoke at law school, interned over the summer
3 Nov 12,2013 8:14 PM Referred by Court Reporter
4 Nov 12, 20137:04 PM Campus Interview
5 Nov 12,2013 6:39 PM NCRA and in talking with Desiree since I was a CR prior
A relative employed by the Judicial Dept. contacted me and informed me
6 Nov 12,2013 4:34 PM about the job posting
7 Nov 12,2013 3:43 PM NCRA
8 Nov 12,2013 3:31 PM Judge McDonald notified me.
9 Nov 12,2O13 3:26 PM Friend
10 Nov 12, 2013 3:24 PM Asked by the Judge
11 Nov 12, 2013 3:19 PM current employee
12 Nov 12, 2013 3:19 PM State employment site
13 Nov 12, 20133:17 PM word of mouth
14 Nov 12, 2013 3:13 PM Employed by Attorney who was elected to Judgeship
15 Nov 12, 2013 3:12 PM Friend's recommendation
16 Nov 6, 2013 4:17 PM freelance reporter
17 Nov 1, 2013 6:17 PM I was the secretary for the Judge at his law office.
18 Nov 1, 201312:27 PM Temp Agency
19 Nov 1,20132:10 AM Friend
20 Oct 31 ,2013 6:29 PM Came from Law Office with Judge when elected to the bench
21 Oct 31 ,2013 5:33 PM National Court Reporters Association job posting
22 Oct 31 ,2013 5:33 PM Work as a temp
23 Oct 31, 2013 4:26 PM a current employee of the judicial deparlment
24 Oct 31, 2013 3:12 PM Speaking to other coun reporters
25 Oct 31 ,2013 3:04 PM temporary employee to full-time employee
26 Oct 31 ,2013 3:00 PM Employee at ODC
27 Oct 31 ,20132:41 PM Through law school
28 Oct 31 ,20132:32PM On campus (law school)job posting/resume collect
29 Oct 31 ,2013 2:20 PM Attorney informed me the previous law clerk would be leaving.
30 Oct 31 ,2013 2:11 PM Heard about it
31 Oct 31 ,2013 2:06 PM OCI through law school32 Oct 31 ,2013 2:05 PM worked for Judge prior to his election
33 Oct 31 ,2013 1:50 PM USC Career Services34 Oct 31 ,20131:45 PM current employee
35 Oct 31 ,2013 1:42 PM From a person who had heard about the job
Response Response
Percent Count
28.9o/o 28
23.7% 23
47.4o/o 46
answered questian 97
skipped question 0
O CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 436 Oct 31, 2013 1:41 PM SCJD employee told me about the job
37 Oct 31, 20131:35 PM My law school's job database
38 Oct 31 ,2013 1:33 PM SC State jobs website39 Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM School posting40 Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM was secretary to Judge before she was elected41 Oct 31 ,20131:30 PM word of mouth42 Oct 31, 2013 1:28 PM Previous employment as a court reporter
43 Oct 31, 20131'.27 PM USC School of Law Career Services website posting
M Oct 31, 20131.27 PM Worked part-time as a scanner for the Docketing Office
45 Oct 31, 2013 1:26 PM I was told about the job by someone in another agency.
46 Oct 31, 20131'.25 PM Different Judge recommended me
How did you learn about the position for which you were hired?
rAgency job posting
rSolicited the Judge
tr Other (please specify)
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 5
^ 
Did you participate in a formal interview before being hired?
t 
. A-r!--- Response ResponseAnswer oPtions Percent count
Yes
No
lf No (please explain)
8'1.60/o 85
12.4o/o 12
I
answercd qu*tion 97
skipped question O
Number Response Date LIl!11"""" categoriesexprarn)
I was employed as Judge Pincus' paralegal when she was in private
1 Nov 13, 2013 7:17 PM practice.
2 Nov 12, 2013 3:26 PM I worked for Judge McDonald prior to her election.
3 Nov12,20133:20PM ltwasmoreof aninformal interviewtoguagemyinterestinthejob.
Was presently employed by attorney that was elected to the
4 Nov 12,2013 3:13 PM Judgeship
5 Nov 1, 2013 6:17 PM I was the secretary for the Judge at his law office.
I was already working with the Judge in his private law practice prior
to being elected to the bench. I left our law office and came with him
6 Oct 31, 2013 6:29 PM to work for the Judicial Department.
Was already working as the legal secretary for the judge prior to his
7 Oct 31, 2013 2:05 PM being elected
I worked as a part time scanner before becoming a full time
employee. When the position was made available, lwas
approached by the clerk of Court inquiring if I was interested in
becoming a Case Specialist. I replied yes and she proceeded to
explain the job and when I would begin training once I came back
8 Oct 31, 2013 1:27 PM from maternity leave.
I Oct 31 , 2013 1:26 PM I met with the Chief Justice
Did you participate in a formal interview before being hired?
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 6
During the interview prooess, I was given an a@urate description of the job
responsibilities.
An$ilsr Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
::,.,;, r: ":,., 
:,.,tt,.,;',.,,,.1;,,;.1:,,:,,,'
'RQsPQns " 
"Perccnt
59.8olo
30.97o
8.2%
0.0%
|.Oo/o
,,.i.,X*rili**i$|$lilt
@6P$,'r,
58
30
8
0
1
During the interview prooess, I was given an accurate description of
the job responsibilities.
IAgree
tr Neutral
u Disagree
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 7
lnteractions and communication with agency representatives during the recruitment,
hiring, and orientation process and up to the first day on the job was friendly, informative,
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Reeponse ResponsePercent Count
58.17o 54
33.37o 31
7.5o/o 7
1.1o/o 1
0.0% 0
answered question 93
skipped question 4
Interactions and communication with agency representatives during the
recruitment, hiring, and orientation process and up to the first day on the job was
friendly, informative, helpful, and welcoming.
IStrongly Agree
lAgree
tr Neutral
tr Disagree
rStrongly Disagree
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 8
O *n", suggestions can you offer to improve the agency's
recruitmenUhiring process fiob postings, communication,
a ppl ication process, i nterview process, etc. )?
Answer Options Response Count
93
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date Response Text Categories
1 Nov 14,2013 8:57 PM None
2 Nov 13, 2013 7:'17 PM More training.
3 Nov 13.2013 6:53 PM n/a
There is nothing that could be done better;everything was handled in a
4 Nov 13, 2013 2:13 PM professional manner. From pointA - B
5 Nov 12,2013 8:14 PM None
6 Nov 12, 2013 7:55 PM More publicized job postings via law school career services offices.
7 Nov 12.2O13 7:05 PM None
The only thing that I found frustrating was they have the job posting
under "Columbia", I could not readily see where the job openings were,
so I would have to bother Desiree Allen, who is extremely busy, and I
hated to have to keep asking her what counties were they looking for
circuit court reporters as I was looking for specific counties. Anyone
who has not worked for the State before would think that they are only
8 Nov 12,2013 6:42 PM hiring in Columbia and that could turn away a lot of court reporters.
9 Nov 12,2013 4:35 PM .
10 Nov 12, 2013 4:01PM No suggestions.
11 Nov 12, 2013 3:42 PM None
12 Nov 12,20133:37 PM None.
13 Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM Everything was fine the way it was handled.
everyone in the actual SA's office was wondedul. The orientation was,
outside of the lT session, was terrible. The vast majority of it was
pointless for SA's, especially the travel and reimbursement portion. lf
you're going to force us to sit through something 2 weeks before the Bar
exam, at least make it relevant and don't waste my time. Most of the
forms that were not sent to me ahead of time, I could have filled out at
home ahead of time. Alex and the people at payroll didn't have my
information inputed into the system a month into working there anyway,
so why have me come in so far in advance, while l'm studying for the
Bar? The girlwho does vacation time was rude, patronizing, and talked
14 Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM too much.
15 Nov 12, 2013 3:30 PM N/A
16 Nov 12,2013 3:29 PM None
17 Nov 12,20133:27 PM Cannotthinkof any.
18 Nov 12,20133:26 PM N/A
19 Nov 12,20133:24 PM none
20 Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM Everything was great.
93
4
10
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 8
O 21 Nov 12, 2013 3:20PM I really can't think of anything that should be changed
I noticed the posting showed up on the SC employee job's posting
website but had not been posted at my law school. Would like to see
more coordination between the two so potential candidates don't miss a
22 Nov 12, 2013 3:19 PM posting because they are relying on their school's service.
23 Nov 12,20133:17 PM none
24 Nov 12, 2013 3:17 PM None noted
25 Nov 12,2013 3:16 PM Hiring was extremely professionaland very helpful.
26 Nov 12, 2013 3:16 PM no suggestions
To make is more user friendly through the website and to more easily
27 Nov 12, 2013 3:14 PM be able to identify the job positions.
Possibly have orientation earlier. Perhaps, within the first few weeks of
28 Nov 12, 2013 3:11 PM being hired.
Answering earlier and staying in contact through the process. I felt
29 Nov 6, 2013 4:18 PM forgotten.
The insurance presentation at orientation could have been more clear
including information being provided regarding the retirement benefit
30 Nov 4, 20137:22 PM options.
31 Nov 4, 2013 4:52 PM none
32 Nov 4, 2013 3:33 PM None -- everything was great!!
Assistance in using the Court Reporter's Web Site to facilitate quickly
33 Nov 4, 2013 2:56 PM completing Monthly Reports, etc.,
34 Nov 1,2013 6:18 PM N/A
35 Nov 1, 201312:47 PM Everything went very smoothly in my opinion
36 Nov 1, 2013 12:27 PM n/a
37 Nov 1, 2013 2:12 AM Post court reporter positions on NVRA & NCRA web sites.
38 Oct31,2013 10:15 PM can'tthinkof anything atthis time
39 Oct 31 ,2013 8:08 PM Increase the salary for the AA position for all Judges.
40 Oct 31 ,2013 7:58 PM Re-examine the orientation process.
41 Oct 31 ,2013 6:29 PM None
A communication that the application was received. Mine was
apparently lost the first go-around. Took a year from application to hire.
A friend of mine also applied a couple of months ago and hasn't heard
42 Oct 31 ,2013 5:36 PM yet. SLOW
43 Oct 31 ,2013 5:35 PM Everthing is on ket.
I would suggest more publication targeted towards law
44 Oct 31 ,2013 4:44 PM schools/students.
45 Oct 31 ,2013 4:27 PM none
46 Oct 31 ,2013 3:48 PM none
47 Oct 31, 2013 3:05 PM job posting
I was kept informed during the whole process. I can't really think of
48 Oct 31 ,2013 3:02 PM anything that would improve the experience.
49 Oct 31 ,20132:57 PM nla
50 Oct 31 ,2013 2:52 PM none
51 Oct 31 ,2013 2:41 PM My orientation process was pointless.
52 Oct 31 ,2013 2:33 PM I can't think of a thing that I would charge.
53 Oct 31, 2013 2:29 PM None
54 Oct 31 ,20'13 2:20 PM None, everyone was great.
None. The job posting was through the law school's Symplicity
55 Oct 31 ,20132:17 PM program.
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56 Oct 31 ,2013 2:14 PM None.
57 Oct 31 ,2013 2:11 PM Don't know
58 Oct 31 ,2013 2:11 PM None. Everything was great.
It seemed like some communications from Finance and Personnel
came through Judge's current law clerk as a fonrrarded message. I think
reaching out to get contact information earlier or once a clerk is hired
work make the process a bit easier for the incoming clerks. At the same
time, I understand it might be more difficult for Finance and Personnel. I
had no trouble working with Judge's former law clerk, so simply a
59 Oct 31 ,2013 2:09 PM suggestion.60 Oct 31 ,2013 2:07 PM Not enough interaction for me to comment.
61 Oct 31, 2013 2:06 PM None
62 Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM Make the website more user-friendly.
lwas very satisfied with the assistance lwas given. I guess because I
63 Oct 31 ,2013 1:59 PM asked detailed questions to the people that I was put in contact with.
64 Oct 31 ,2013 1:56 PM Keep up the good work
65 Oct 31 ,20131:53 PM Jobs should be posted in the national magazine
More communication between Judge's chambers and SC Judicial
66 Oct 31 ,20131:52 PM Department Finance and Personnel staff67 Oct 31 ,20131:46 PM For me, it worked fine.
68 Oct 31 ,2013 1:43 PM I do not have any suggestions69 Oct 31 ,2013 1:43 PM ls the job posting included on the state jobs site?
I didn't appreciate being asked to come in for new employee orientation
BEFORE my first day on the job. In addition, I was already a state
employee before coming here, so I had very little paperwork to fillout in
personel and I was also able to skip most of what new state employees
would receive during new hire orientation. Also, I wasn't able to have
my photo taken for my id that day; it had to wait until my first day on the
job...everything could have and should have been taken care of my first
70 Oct 31 ,20131:39 PM day on the job.
I suggest rescheduling the new hire orientation program for law clerks
71 Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM in such a way that does not conflict with bar exam preparations.
72 Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM I think everything was just fine - | do not have a suggestion
73 Oct 31 ,2013 1:36 PM None
74 Oct 31 ,20131:33 PM None, it was perfect.
75 Oct 31 ,20131:33 PM My experience ran smoothly, I have nothing to add.
76 Oct 31 ,20131:33 PM n/a
My interview with Finance and Personnel was one of the most effective
interviews I had out of 3 different state agencies. Carolyn and Betty
77 Oct 31, 2013 1:32 PM where outstanding.
78 Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM none
79 Oct 31 ,20131:31 PM no suggestions80 Oct 31 ,20131:29 PM None81 Oct 31 ,20131:29 PM I think the current process works just fine.82 Oct 31 ,20'131:28 PM N/A
83 Oct 31, 2013 1:28 PM I have no suggestions.
84 Oct 31, 2013 1:26 PM NA
85 Oct 31, 20'131:26 PM none.
86 Oct 31 .20131:26 PM n/a
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87 Oct31,20131:26 PM None
88 Oct 31, 2013 1:26 PM None.
89 Oct 31, 2013 1:26 PM None
90 Oct31,20131:26 PM Good process.
91 Oct31,20131:24 PM Can'tthinkof any
92 Oct31,20131:24 PM uu
Give students a better timeline as to when individualjudges prefer to
93 Oct 31, 20'131:24 PM receive resumes.
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 9
How long ago did you attend new hire orientation?
Answer Options
Less than 6 months ago
6 months to 1 year ago
1 to 2 years ago
2 to 3 years ago
More than 3 years ago
Did not attend new hire orientation
lf did not attend (please state reason)
Response
Percent
M.1o/o
12.9o/o
25.8o/o
12.9o/o
0.0o/o
4.3o/o
gitwflfer€d question
skipped question
Reeponse
Gount
41
12
24
12
0
4
2
g3
4
Number Response Date
lf did not attend
(pleasestrate Categories
reason)
Oct 31 ,20',3 6:30 PM Judge brought me with him from law office
Oct 31, 2013 1:34 PM Orientation was only 1 day
How long ago did you attend new hire orientation?
ago
l6 months to 1 year ago
tr 1 to 2 years ago
tr2 to 3 years ago
14
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 10
I attended new hire orientation:
Answer Options
Before my first day on the job
On my first day on the job
After my first day on the job
Unknown
Did not aftend new hire orientation
Response
Percent
59.1olo
30.1Vo
5.4o/o
2.2olo
3.2o/o
$s$rercd qt#F'tiott
skipped question
Response
Count
55
28
5
2
3
98
4
I aftended new hire orientation:
I Before my first day on the job
lOn my first day on the job
trAfter my first day on the job
tr Unknown
I Did not attend new hire orientation
15
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 11
My new hire orientation meeting was a:
Answer Options
One-on-one meeting with an HR representative
Group meeting with 2 to 3 new employees
Group meeting with 4 or more new employees
Response
Percent
45.2o/o
15.1o/o
39.8o/o
answered question
skipped question
Response
Gount
42
't4
37
93
4
My new hire orientation meeting was a:
lOne-on-one meeting with an HR
reoresentative
IGroup meeting with 2 to 3 new
emproyees
trGroup meeting with 4 or more new
emproyees
16
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 12
At new hire orientration, lwas made to feelwelcomed by SCJD staff.
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Reeponse
P€rcOnt
61.1Vo
30.0%
6.7o/o
2.2o/o
0.07o
i,i.,.,, ,W@aft.
skipped question
RospaqqF
Gount
55
27
6
2
0 s
7
At new hire orientation, lwas made to feelwelcomed by SCJD straff.
rlttrongry
lAgree
tr Neutral
E Disagree
T
17
O CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 13
What do you remember most about your new hire orientation day?
Answer Options
answered question
skipped question
Response Date
Nov 14, 2013 8:59 PM
Nov 13, 2013 7:18 PM
Nov 13, 2013 6:55 PM
Nov 13,20132:14PM
Nov 12, 2013 8:18 PM
Nov 12, 2013 7:56 PM
Nov 12, 20137:07 PM
Nov 12, 2013 6:43 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:40 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:03 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:43 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:32 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:32 PM attorneys, and how rude the girl who does vacation was.
Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM All of my qestions were answered.
Nov 12,20133:29 PM Starting late.
Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM Having my picture taken
Nov 12, 2013 3:28 PM
Nov 12,20133:22PM
Nov 12, 20133:22PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:19 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:19 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:18 PM
Response Count
90
Response Text
Paperuork
Friendly staff
Categories
lots of (necessary) talk about benefits
lmpressed with everyone that I met
Presentation given by Tammy Rast and Alex Risher
Allthe SCJD staff members were friendly, welcoming, and knew the information
we needed.
Trying to decide which insurance plan to choose.
soooo MUcH rNFo!!!
I could not remember passwords and websites, etc. lt was very confusing to
keep track of all the different websites!!!!
Not having my social security card with me and that causing problems.
It was long.
The informative and welcoming staff.
Choosing a pension/savings plan and choosing a health plan
The staff was very friendly.
The length
how long it was, how there were many portions that did not apply to staff
90
7
Number
1
2
3
4
5
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
22
23
24
25
Meeting with Alex in a conference room with several other secretaries and law
clerks.
The friendliness of the staff and the opportunities available for assistance if
needed.
Everyone was very friendly and did what they could to make me feel comfortable
around them, and everything was explained very well to me.
Going through all of the papenvork about insurance, services, leave time,
workplace policies etc.
nothing significant
Nothing stands out to me
Review of benefits and retirement by SCJD Staff in the Calhoun building was
done very quickly and not in a detailed manner.
I had to drive to Columbia at my own expense for an orientation that could easily
have been performed over the phone or some other form of telecommunication. I
also had a hard time scheduling the orientation as I was living in another state
and had to finish my prior job before starting this position. I would have
appreciated greater flexibility in the orientation process.26 Nov 12. 2013 3:18 PM
18
O CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 13
Everyone was friendly and helpful, but it was around lunch time and the person
who was to go over travel documents/policy with us had already left for lunch
27 Nov 12, 2013 3:17 PM before we were not able to meet with her.
28 Nov 12, 20133:12 PM Pleasant people.
29 Nov 6, 2013 4:19 PM Lots of paperwork to fill out
Friendly and welcoming staff and snacks and coffee on hand which I thought
30 Nov 4, 20137:23 PM was a great gesture.
31 Nov 4, 2013 3:34 PM Selecting health care options
32 Nov 4, 2O13 2:57 PM Friendliness and hands-on assistance. Answered all questions at that time
33 Nov 1, 2013 6:20 PM How friendly and helpful everyone was.
34 Nov 1, 2013 12:49 PM All the staff was so helpful
35 Nov 1, 2013 12:31 PM I remember how eager everyone was to help make me feel comfoftable.
36 Nov 1 , 2013 2:13 AM Staff readily answered questions.37 Oct 31 ,2013 10:23 PM being overwhelmed38 Oct 31 ,2013 8:22 PM How friendly everyone was...........39 Oct 31 ,2013 8:01 PM Technology Policies
40 Oct 31, 2013 6:30 PM N/A
41 Oct 31 ,2013 5:37 PM Getting the Manual
How they explain the process of the new hires package and explain the
42 Oct 31 ,2013 5:37 PM insurance.
It was very personal and informal. I appreciated the time spent going over my
43 Oct 31 ,2013 4:45 PM specific questions.
44 Oct 31, 2013 4:29 PM Very friendly and informative.
45 Oct 31 ,2013 3:49 PM having to wait for other people to fill out paperwork I had already filled out
46 Oct 31 ,2013 3:07 PM filling out forms
The friendliness of the staff. I felt very welcome and that I belonged from day
47 Oct 31, 2013 3:04 PM one.
48 Oct 31 ,2013 3:04 PM Smiling and welcoming faces.
49 Oct 31, 2013 2:58 PM Everyone was friendly and explained my questions very well.
50 Oct 31, 2013 2:52 PM lt was the day after the Bar examination.
Staff did not do a good job explaining that leave time accrues and is not the
same as Judge's leave/vacation. Effectively, law clerks will never be able to use
any discretionary leave time. Also, State doesn't provide for compensation for
the period that law clerks work before their "first day" persuant to Judge's
51 Oct 31 ,2013 2:50 PM request and doesn't care
52 Oct 31 ,2013 2:42 PM Being rushed through.
That is seemed to take an incredibly long time. There were more than 12 of us
at the orientation. And, I wish there had been more possible dates for the
53 Oct 31, 2013 2:35 PM orientation - there were only three options.
It took too long. You dont need to go over every detail. Send the packets out to
peoples homes before the orientation. Let them read over it. At the meeting, go
over the compliated things. Then take questions. Dont waste an entire
54 Oct 31 ,2013 2:32PM afternoon talking about simple matters.
Everyone was very friendly and that I couldn't find a parking place and was
55 Oct 31 ,20132:22PM almost late.
56 Oct 31, 2013 2:18 PM Having to make my insurance decisions.
57 Oct 31, 2O13 2:15 PM Lots of information from HR.
58 Oct 31, 2013 2:13 PM Had to drive all the way to Columbia and was not familiar with the area.
Someone not having completed their paperwork ahead of time and everyone
59 Oct 31 , 2013 2:1 1 PM else having to wait on them.
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60 Oct 31 ,2013 2:09 PM The jokes about orientation the day after the bar exam.
61 Oct 31, 2013 2:08 PM Feeling overwhelmed by the amount of information and papenvork.
62 Oct 31 ,2013 2:07 PM The orientation day was long.
Passing by the location and had to call for extra directions because my GPS sent
me to the wrong building and construction trucks blocked the front of the
63 Oct 31 ,2013 2:02 PM building.
64 Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM Alex is the best!
65 Oct 31 ,2013 1:57 PM Lots of paperwork
Getting a parking ticket as i didnt have change for the meter. A free place to
66 Oct 31 ,2013 1:55 PM park while attending to this would be nice.
67 Oct 31 ,2013 1:47 PM Needing to refeed the parking meter.
68 Oct 31 ,2013 1:46 PM That I was a little ovemrhelmed on everthing that I had to fill out that day.
69 Oct 31, 20131:46 PM lwas unexpected.
70 Oct 31, 2013 1:41 PM Waste of time...
Frustration that the orientation program was scheduled so close to the date of
71 Oct 31, 20'131:39 PM the bar exam.
72 Oct 31, 2013 1:39 PM Not much. I had just taken the Bar Exam and my brain was fried.
73 Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM While it covered a lot of material, it was almost all pertninent and helpful.
74 Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM Alex Risher was very kind.
75 Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM lt was hectic but everyone was friendly and patient.
76 Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM filling out a multitude of paperwork
77 Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM everyone was very friendly
78 Oct 31, 2013 1:32 PM remodeling being done in F & P area
79 Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM -
80 Oct 31 ,2013 1:30 PM Good to see some old friends!
81 Oct 31 ,2013 1:30 PM lt was a great day I was very happy to be coming to work here.
Meeting all of the people who I would be working with and seeing the vast
82 Oct 31 ,2013 1:29 PM amount that goes into making the Court of Appeals so wonderful.
83 Oct 31 ,2013 1:28 PM lt was a bit overwhelming
84 Oct 31 ,2013 1:28 PM Kat was extremely friendly and took her time in explaining everything.
85 Oct 31, 2013 1:27 PM The forms
86 Oct 31, 2013 1:2V PM lt was very organized.
87 Oct 31 ,20'131:27 PM nta
88 Oct 31, 20131:25 PM liking the people
89 Oct 31 ,20131:25 PM tt
90 Oct 31, 20131:25 PM lt was a lot of information to take in.
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New hire orientation information and written materials (employment forms,
benefits information, etc.) were disseminated to me:
Answer options ResPonse ResPonsePercent Count
Via regular US mail prior to scheduled 4.4o/o 4
Electronically prior to the scheduled 11.1o/o 10
At new hire orientation 77.8o/o 70
Other (please specify) 6.70/o 6
answered question 90
skipped question 7
Number Response Date 9^tfL!|'""t" categoriesspeclry)
some emailed before orientation, some given at
1 Nov 13, 2013 6:55 PM orientation
some were sent electronically beforehand, some were
2 Nov 12,2013 3:32 PM distributed the day-of.
3 Oct 31, 2013 6:30 PM N/A
4 Oct 31 , 2013 1:46 PM Some where by mail and some we at orientation
lwas given written materials concerning the orientation
5 Oct 31, 2013 1:39 PM both at the new hire orientation and electronically prior
before orientation anO'other materials, such as benefits
6 Oct 31. 2013 1:39 PM information. at orientation.
New hire orientation information and written materials
(em ployment forms, benefits i nformation, etc. ) were
to me:
EVia regular US mail prior to
scheduled orientation date
I Electronically prior to the 
i
scheduled orientation date 
I
trAt new hire orientation 
I
,t
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lf given the option of selecting how you would prefer to receive new hire
orientation information and written materials, which method would you
Answer Options Response ResponsePercent Count
Sent via regular mail 11.1o/o 10
Sent electronically 23.3o/o 21
Hand delivered at orientation 56.70/o 51
Other (please specify) 8.9o/o 8
answered question 90
skipped question 7
Number Response Date 3J::,tJi'** catesories
For the most part, having the documents provided at
orientation was convenient so that I did not have to be
concerned with bringing them with me, however, a brief
1 Nov 12,2013 8:18 PM introduction (perhaps via email) of the insurance
Sent electronically prior to orientation in order to give
2 Nov 12,2013 7:07 PM new employees more time to decide insurance options
Ahead of time via email and then hand delivered at
3 Nov 12,2013 3:28 PM orientation.
4 Nov 6, 2013 4:19 PM Wasn't given that option, that I remember
5 Oct 31, 2013 6:30 PM N/A
6 Oct 31, 2013 1:46 PM Prior to the first day of employement
I believe searchable .pdf and .doc files would be ideal.
Being able to do a CTRL+F search of a document--or of
the entire suite of employment information--would make
7 Oct 31, 2013 1:39 PM getting questions answered much easier. Having to
It would have been nice to receive it in advance, either
electronically or via regular mail, so I wasn't so
8 Oct 31, 2013 1:28 PM ovenvhelmed with everything on the first day.
lf given the option of selecting how you would prefer to
receive new hire orientation information and written
materials, which method would you choose?
I
lSent electronically
tr Hand delivered at
orientation
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What things would you have like to have known before attending
new hire orientation?
Answer Options Response Count
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date Response Text Categories
1 Nov 14, 2013 9:00 PM Insurance options/Retirement options
2 Nov 13, 2013 7:19 PM The amount of time the orientation was going to last.
3 Nov 13, 2013 6:55 PM documents & personal info. needed to fill out all required forms
4 Nov 13, 2013 2:15 PM Was very informed prior to arriving
Insurance coverage options; Without guidance from Alex
Risher, I would have likely made an error or two on the forms
so it was best that those were completed at orientation.
However, I feel it would have been beneficial to have an
5 Nov 12,2013 8:23 PM opportunity to review the options (health/dental/life) prior to
6 Nov 12,2013 7:56 PM payroll information
7 Nov 12,20137:07 PM insurance and other benefits
8 N ov 12,2013 6:45 PM CAn't think of anything right now
9 Nov 12,2013 4:41 PM .
10 Nov 12, 2O13 4:04 PM How long it would be.
I would have liked to have been better prepared to fill out
11 Nov 12, 2013 3:45 PM insurance/retirement documents.
I would have liked to know that we would be choosing a
12 Nov 12, 2013 3:39 PM benefits plan that day.
that it was going to be pretty much all day. At no point in any of
the noticed I was sent did you say it was going to last past
lunch. ln fact, everyone I know that works for the courts said it
would be at MOST 2-3 hours. So, I had scheduled to study for
the Bar with study sessions and also had a doctor's
appoiintment scheduled for later that day. Once I showed up,
you THEN told me it was schedule until 4-5 in the afternoon.
Warn people of the time commitment. l've never been to an
orientation that long. And it made me very angry that portions
13 Nov 12, 2013 3:36 PM of it did not have anything to do with the staff attorney position.
14 Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM Nothing really.. Maybe how long itwould last?
15 Nov 12,20133:32 PM N/A
16 Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM Cannot think of any.
17 Nov 12.2013 3:31 PM none
How long it would actually take. I blocked off the entire day, and
18 Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM it ended up taking only a few hours.
19 Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM to bring a voided check for direct deposit
89
89
8
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More of a day to day experience of what I would be doing
20 Nov 12, 2013 3:27 PM exactly on the job.
Just because I wasn't familiar with the process of getting
retierment, lwould have liked to have seen the options at least
21 Nov 12, 2013 3:24 PM a day before filling out the forms.
22 Nov 12, 2013 3:23 PM no additional information
23 Nov 12, 2013 3:22 PM Can't recall anything I wish I'd known.
N/A. Was familiar with the process as I was returning to the
24 Nov 12, 2013 3:20 PM Judicial Department after more than 20 years of prior service
I transfered from another agency so there was not a lot that had
25 Nov 12, 2013 3:20 PM to be done
That I needed to have a firm grasp on benefits and retirement
26 Nov 12, 2013 3:19 PM before going to the orientation.
27 Nov 12, 2013 3:18 PM What I need to bring with me when I come.
28 Nov 12, 20133:12 PM nothing
Procedures of how to fill out our monthly forms. And to learn
the SC Judicial System. I found that many reporters don't know
the information that is available to them on that site. I met one
reporter that had been with the State for ten years and didn't
know you could research cases and get attys' names and
29 Nov 6, 2013 4:21PM addresses, documents.
That breakfast and coffee were provided so that I didn't stop on
30 Nov 4, 20137:26 PM my way into town to buy my own coffee! :)
31 Nov 4, 2013 3:35 PM Which healthcare options to choose
To please bring all family personal information to completely fill
32 Nov 4, 2013 3:00 PM out Benefit forms, SS Nos., etc.
Nothing. Everything was provided at orientation and we were
33 Nov 1, 2013 6:22 PM given the opportunity to review and ask questions.
I was informed of everything I might have needed prior to the
34 Nov 1, 201312:50 PM orientation so I would have to say lwas fine
35 Nov 1, 2013'12:32 PM n/a
36 Nov 1, 2013 2:14 AM I can't think of any.
37 Oct 31 ,2013 8:30 PM Salary Cap
38 Oct 31 ,2013 8:02 PM N/A
39 Oct 31 ,2013 6:30 PM N/A
40 Oct 31, 2013 5:39 PM Nothing
41 Oct 31 ,2013 5:38 PM Everything was provide.
I knew exactly how long it would take and what to bring with
me. I don't know of anything else that could have been added to
42 Oct 31 ,2013 4:46 PM the experience.
43 Oct 31 ,2013 4:30 PM none
a concise, specific list of what documents you need to bring and
44 Oct 31, 2013 3:51 PM make it clear everyone needs to fill out the forms beforehand
What I needed to bring. An overview of benefits so I could have
45 Oct 31, 2013 3:13 PM had tome to review.
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46 Oct 31, 2013 3:08 PM an opportunity to read about the benefits prior to orientation
47 Oct 31, 2013 3:05 PM That I would be signing up for my benefits during the meeting.
48 Oct 31 ,2013 3:02 PM Parking
49 Oct 31 ,2013 2:53 PM That it would not last the entire day.
that law clerk schedules are not comparable to those of other
50 Oct 31, 2013 2:52 PM state employees
51 Oct31,20132:43 PM Unsure.
52 Oct 31, 2013 2:35 PM How long it would take.
53 Oct 31, 2013 2:33 PM IDK
54 Oct 31 ,2013 2:23 PM Nothing.
lwould like to have know more details about insurance options
so I would have been more prepared to make a decision that
55 Oct31,20132:19 PM day.
56 Oct 31 ,2013 2:18 PM I don't remember anything in particular.57 Oct 31 ,2013 2:16 PM Don't know
58 Oct31,20132:13 PM I believe lwasgiven enough information beforearriving.
59 Oct 31, 20132:12 PM N/A
More information about retirement options as we received most
60 Oct 31 ,2013 2:10 PM of it at orientation with onle a few weeks to decide.
61 Oct 31 ,2013 2:08 PM .
When I made my appointment, I asked what I needed to bring
with me and I was given that information up front so I would say
62 Oct 31 ,2013 2:05 PM this question doesn't apply to me.
Would have been helpfulto be able to review insurance options
63 Oct 31, 2013 2:02 PM before orientation.
64 Oct 31, 2013 1:58 PM Nothing
65 Oct 31 ,20131:56 PM More about the retirement plan choices
I was given the intranet site to go through and study on my own
66 Oct 31 ,2013 1:49 PM for some of the benefits.
Iwould have like to have known a little more about insurance
information and that what I filled out that day was what was
67 Oct 31 ,2013 1:48 PM done for the year.
68 Oct 31 ,2013 1:47 PM ltems on the agenda
I would like to have known exactly what it entailed so that I
would have known to deny the request of me to attend
69 Oct 31, 2013 1:46 PM orientation before my first day on the job.
I owuld have liked to know how long it would take so I could
70 Oct 31 ,2013 1:40 PM mentally prepare myself.
71 Oct 31 ,2013 1:39 PM n/a
72 Oct 31 ,20131:39 PM How long it would be. lf food would be provided.
73 Oct 31 ,20131:35 PM Nothing I didn't already know.
74 Oct 31, 20131:35 PM where to park
75 Oct 31, 2013 1:35 PM Nothing
76 Oct 31 ,20131:34 PM None
77 Oct 31 , 2013 1:34 PM Nothing as I was already familiar with state government jobs.
78 Oct 31 ,20131:33 PM -
79 Oct 31, 2013 1:31 PM N/A
80 Oct 31, 2013 1:31 PM I was sent everything ahead of time so I was prepared.
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81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
Oct 31, 2013 1:30 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:29 PM
Oct31,2013 1:28 PM
Oct31,2013 1:28 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:28 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:28 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:26 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:25 PM
Oct 31, 20131:25 PM
All the documentation that I would need to fill out any
information needed.
Nothing comes to mind.
Nothing
none.
nla
Intormation about health insurance optons and retrement
options.
Na
oo
There isn't anything I can think of.
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 17
lf employment information and forms were made available to you electronically prior to
orientation, how likety would you be to read the information and complete the forms
Answer Options
Very Likely
Likely
Neutral
Less Likely
Not Likely
Responee Rqepwloe :Percent Gount
57.3o/o 51
34.8Yo 31
5.60lo 5
2.2o/o 2
0.0o/o 0
er|git ,,ryrydan: '' " ffi
skipped question 8
lf employment information and forms were made available to you
electronically prior to orientation, how likely would you be to read the
information and complete the forms before you attend orientation?
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What information provided during orientation was most beneficialto you
as a new employee? (Select all that applies)
Answer Options
Benefits lnformation
Overview of HR Policies
Payroll Information
Leave Guidelines
Travel
Computer Training
Other (please specify)
Number Response Date
Response
Percent
73.0o/o
51.7o/o
55.1%
47.2o/o
24.7o/o
14.60/o
aflswered question
skipped question
Response
Count
65
46
49
42
22
13
4
89
8
Nov4,20137.,26PM
Oct 31 ,2013 6:30 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:13 PM
Oct 31 .20131:46 PM
o-ther(Please 
categories
specrry)
Benefits could have been much more clear and
organized as I considered that segment the most
important.
N/A
Contact information for the HR representative and
knowing that I could contact them with questions and/or
assista nce following orientation.
Overview of Judicial Department policies in general.
What information provided during orientiation was most beneficial
to you as a new employee? (Select all that applies)
80.0%
70.0Vo
60.0olo
50.0olo
40.0o/o
30.0%
20.0o/o
10.0%
0.0olo
Benefits Overview of Payroll Leave
Information HR Policies Information Guidelines
Travel Computer
Training
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The information presented during new hire orientation met my needs asra,new employee.
Reeponse Rwponee
funt Couflt
36.8% 32
48.4Vo 43
10.37o I
3.4% 3
0.0olo 0
arcwted queion 87
skipped question 10
AnswerOp$ons
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
The information presented during new hire orientration met my needs as a
new employee.
rStrongly
aAgree
tr Neutral
B Disagree
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New hire orientation prepared me for the work environment?
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Response
Percent
28.7o/o
33.3olo
24.1o/o
13.8olo
0.0%
fO guestion
skipped question
Response
Gount
25
29
21
12
0
87
10
New hire orientation prepared me for the work environment?
I Strongly Agree
IAgree
tr Neutral
tr Disagree
lStrongly Disagree
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What is your impression of the written materials you received before/during/after
orientation?
Answer Ootions
Extremely helpful
Somewhat helpful
Neutral
Somewhat not helpful
Not helpful
ResprEe Rcpon*Porcant Coum
47.1Vo 41
37.9Vo 33
12.6% 11
'1.1o/o 1
I.lVo 1
answred e,Uegtior- 87
skipped question 10
What is your impression of the written materials you received
before/d urin g/after orientation?
I Extremely helpful
ISomewhat helpful
tr Neutral
0Somewhat not helpfult
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What additional orientation and support information would have been helpful to you as a
new employee? Select allthat applies.
Answer Options ResPonse ResPonsePercent Count
Having information about the agency (history,
organizational leadership and structure, mission, values, 20.0Yo 17
strategic goals, etc.) prior to the first day of work
Having information about the job prior to the first day of
work 31.8oh 27
E,elng InrrouuceQ ro sentor managemenr ouflng your Ttrsr
week on the job 7 '1o/o 6
Taking a tour of the Calhoun Building and the Supreme
court 35.3% 30
Having a representative from each depaftment attend
orientation to give a brief overview of their department and 21.2o/o 18
how their department fit into the structure of the agency
Having a peer welcome coordinator or "buddy" to show you
the ropes and answer questions -r -- -"--- ' -- 25'90/" 22
A formalized job specific training plan 20.0o/o 17
Other (please specify) 15
answered question 85
skipped question 12
Other (please
--l-;.::'---- Categoriesspecrry)
I think I got everything I needed (the survey
wouldn't let me proceed without checking
Nov 13, 2013 6:57 PM something, though, so ljust checked one)
A tour of the Calhoun Building and the
Supreme Court would have been nice
(although not specifically helpful to my
position). Additional information may have
been overload since alot of material is
covered in the current program. (Please
note that I only selected "A formalized job
specific training plan" because an answer
was required to move on. Otherwise, my
Nov 12, 20138:37 PM answerwould only have been "Other."
Perhaps bringing in our laptops so we could
Nov 12, 2013 6:47 PM go through all the websites
Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM none.
No additional information would have been
Nov 12,20133:24 PM helpful
Nov 12, 2013 3:24 PM I don't think I needed any of these things.
Number Response Date
3
4
5
6
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Nov 4, 2013 3:06 PM
Nov 1, 2013 2:18 AM
Oct 31, 2013 6:31 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:13 PM
Oct 31, 2013 3:05 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:55 PM
Oct 31 ,20132:47 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:40 PM
Oct 31,2013 1:55 PM
Noting that reports require times, every
transcript order, etc so I'd be prepared to fill
out Monthly Forms.
Information on SCEIS, required reports,
Outlook, Court Repofter System.
None
No additional support was needed.
a guide of downtown
None
For my position, none of these options
would have been helpful.
All of the above were provided to me as a
new employee. NOTE: there was no box to
check for "other" and the survey would not
allow me to continue without checking a box
so I checked the last one. However, I DID
receive "A formalized job specific training
plan" as a new employee and it was helpful.
I don't want anyone to think that it was not
providedMOulD HAVE BEEN helpful.
Having more information about insurance
and retirement so I was better prepared.
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
What additional orientation and support information would have been helpfulto
you as a new employee? Select allthat applies.
.Er IPbb*F
Eg'EEF! o'- o
40.0o/o
35.0olo
30.0%
25.0o/o
20.0Vo
15.0olo
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
;E;sa
*EFHg
HE s g€
_ 9gE
o.9
SE p-
"E #:F3
,E A-
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On a scale of 1 to 5, how would you rate your retention of the information presented on
new hire orientation day and the usefulness of the information to your job.
Response ResponsePerent Count
20.0o/o 17
31.8o/o 27
42.4o/o 36
4.7o/o 4
1,2o/o 1
answered question 85
skipped question 12
Answer Options
5 - Excellent
4 - Above Average
3 - Average
2 - Below Average
1 - Poor
On a scale of 1 to 5, how would you rate your retention of the information
presented on new hire orienation day and the usefulness of the information to
yourjob.
l5 - Excellent
l4 - Above Average
tr3 - Average
tr2 - Below Average
l1 - Poor
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What is your overall impression of the agency's new hire
orientation program?
Answer Options Response Count
85
answered question 85
skipped question 12
Number Response Date Response Text Categories1 Nov 14, 2013 9:03 PM There was very little outside of filling out forms.
2 Nov 13, 20137:20 PM Good
3 Nov 13, 2013 6:57 PM Good job!
4 Nov 13, 20132:16 PM Very good
Overall, I felt the orientation program was informative and helpful. Everyone
5 Nov 12,2013 8:37 PM was welcoming, professional and courteous.
6 Nov 12,20137:57 PM lt met my needs.
7 Nov'12,2013 7:08 PM very good
8 Nov 12,2013 6:47 PM Very good!
9 Nov 12,2013 4:43 PM ok
10 Nov 12, 2013 4:06 PM lt seems efficient.
11 Nov 12, 2013 3:46 PM lt was a great program!
12 Nov 12, 2013 3:4'l PM Sufficient.
13 Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM awful
14 Nov 12. 2013 3:36 PM Well run.
Good, but forms could have been filled out before the orientation to save
time. Also, a better estimate of the time orientation would take would have
15 Nov 12, 2013 3:35 PM been helpful.
16 Nov 12,2013 3:33 PM Good
17 Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM Good
18 Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM good as far as benefits, leave, etc. are concerned
Maybe a few days actually on the job/doing job tasks during orientation
19 Nov 12,20133:28 PM would be helpful.
I think the orientation is very helpful, and everyone does what they can to
20 Nov 12, 2013 3:26 PM make sure you understand what you will be handling.
I feel like I retained alot. I kept all of the paperwork and have referenced it
several times since then. I don't think I put this on here earlier, but one area
I would have liked to have known more about was PARKING!!! | would have
liked to have had a map of the big underground lot, and the surface lots we
have access to as state employees that we can use when there's oveflow. I
heard some employees got a map of these parking lots when they got hired,
but I did not. Before I got my spot underground, there were days the closest
surface lots were full and I did not know what other lots we could use so I
21 Nov 12, 2013 3:26 PM spent a fair bit of money on meters.
22 Nov 12,20133:24 PM adequate
23 Nov 12, 2013 3:24 PM Generally, I am satisfied with the new hire orientation.
24 Nov 12, 2013 3:22 PM Helpful and thorough
25 Nov 12, 2O13 3:20 PM Could be more detailed with more one-on-one discussion.
26 Nov 12,20133'.20 PM Good
27 Nov 12. 2013 3:12 PM Solid
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Nov4,20137:28PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:35 PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:06 PM
Nov 1,2013 6:26 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 4:48 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 4:34 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:53 PM
Oct 31, 2013 3:13 PM
Oct 31, 2013 3:06 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:05 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:55 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:54 PM
Oct 31, 20'132:47 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:40 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:34 PM
Oct 31 ,20132:25PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:24 PM
Oct 31, 20132:20 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:18 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:13 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:11 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:10 PM
Not enough done to educate the Court Reporter on what is fully expected of
them in their day{o-day business: filing reports, a filing system that is
helpful to keep up with transcripts and orders, a word list that would help
with new job jitters. The terminology is different in SC and there are a lot of
acronyms that the lawyers are throwing out. PTUP, PWID, ABHAN, etc
Thought it was good but the benefits segment should have been better. May
have been because there were so many people in my orientation class and
therefore a lot of confusion but I left that segment as confused as when it
started.
Excellent!
Very good. For Court Reporters, it should be more specific as to the
Department's Monthly reports, etc.
Materials presented were helpful and the staff presenting the orientation
were eager to talk with us if we had questions.
The program was very helpful. My situation was that I attended the
orientation then stafted the next day so everything was very fresh in my
I thought it was very thorough and well organized. There was hardly any lag
time and all policies were clearly outlined. The process was very efficient.
Very detailed.
it is decent but could be improved
The orientation program was very helpful.
Very thorough and informative. The staff was very friendly and welcoming.
good
I think it is perfectly fine.
somewhat helpful. perhaps it would have been more helpful to have a former
law clerk to speak about how law clerk organization is different
THe person who spoke to me was kind, but the information was not useful.
It was fine.
Standard.
It's fine.
Thumbs up
It was helpful and I think necessary to hear all of the information before I
started
I have no problem with it
It's great. Employees are very friendly and help make what would normally
be a somewhat mundane day as informative and tolerable as possible.
It's thorough, and there's a lot of information presented at one time.
Very good. Any questions that I had before and during my orientation were
answered and everyone was nice.
31
29
30
32
28 Nov 6. 2013 4:24 PM
Nov 1, 2013 12:53 PM mind.
Nov 1, 2013 12:33 PM lt is efficient and thorough.
Nov 1, 2013 2:18 AM Gave enough written material to study & refer to later.
Oct 31, 2013 8:42 PM Above Average
Oct 31 ,2013 8:05 PM Generic and hardly related to the job.
Oct31,2013 6:31 PM N/A
Oct 31 ,2013 5:41 PM Fine.
Oct 31 ,2013 5:39 PM Good
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
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59 Oct 31 ,2013 2:02 PM Good
60 Oct 31 ,2013 1:59 PM A little long but very informative61 Oct 31 ,2013 1:57 PM Could be improved
62 Oct 31 ,20131:55 PM Very pleased
It works as long as the new employee is willing to do some background
63 Oct 31, 2013 1:51 PM research and study on his/her own.
64 Oct 31, 2013 1:49 PM it is getting better and better.
Relatively a waste of time for new employees coming in from a different
65 Oct 31 ,2013 1:49 PM state agency.
Everyone was extremely welcoming and nice that day. The amount of
information thrown at us that day, though, was ridiculous. For a person who
was just starting a regular job with the State Judiciary, it probably wasn't too
bad, but for those of us who had just taken the Bar, it was a waste. The
majority of new employees in my orientation group were the latter. Our
brains were fried and I was barely able to stay awake, let alone concentrate
on retirement plan investment strategies. I understand the need to give all
the employment information available to new employees immediately, but
you've got to understand that many people-especially new law clerks who
just graduated and took the Bar--aren't going to be able to retain the info.
That is why I answered Question 23 "Below Average"--too much information
66 Oct 31 ,20131:47 PM for the high level of mental fatigue I was experiencing that day.67 Oct 31 ,20131:41 PM Effective. lt probably could have been shorter.
Orientation is a tough day to make fun, but everyone was upbeat and
68 Oct 31 ,2013 1:40 PM efficient in their presentations.
It is good, but I like the idea of being provided written info about the agency
69 Oct 31 ,20131:40 PM (history, organizational leadership and structure, etc.)
70 Oct 31 ,20131:36 PM I had no complaints.
71 Oct 31, 2013 1:36 PM average
72 Oct 31, 2013 1:36 PM Very good
73 Oct 31 ,2013 1:35 PM Very good
Alex took his time to insure I selected the correct benefit package for my
74 Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM needs.
75 Oct 31 ,2013 1:32 PM I had no issues at all with it.
76 Oct 31 ,2013 1:32 PM lt was very good.
77 Oct 31 ,20131:31 PM lt is effcient and welcoming.
78 Oct 31 ,20131:30 PM outstanding.
79 Oct 31 ,20131:30 PM From what I recall, everyone was nice and helpful, so l'm a fan! :)80 Oct 31, 2013 1:30 PM Very pleasant and thorough.
81 Oct 31. 2013 1:29 PM Good
It was conducted in an informal setting but done very professionally. lt was
82 Oct 31 ,2013 1:29 PM a good experience.83 Oct 31 ,2013 1:27 PM A lot better than the other agencies I've been involved with
84 Oct 31 ,20131:26 PM pp
85 Oct 31 ,20131:26 PM I think it is a good program and was very helpful and informative.
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I e"""0 on your new hire orientation experience, what recommendations
can you offer to improve the New Hire Orientation process for future
employees?
Answer options *Eff;i"
83
answered question 83
skipped question 14
Number Response Date Response r"o categorie
s
1 Nov 13, 20137:23 PM ltwas a smooth process.
2 Nov 13, 2013 6:58 PM n/a
3 Nov 13, 2013 2:17 PM Nothing to improve on
Provide information in advance of orientation
4 Nov 12, 2013 8:4'l PM regarding the available insurance options.
5 Nov 12,2013 7:58 PM Show up with your forms filled out!
6 Nov 12,20137:09 PM more information prior to orientation.
nothing but the different websites and procedures for them. lt
was skimmed through, it needed to be more involved, for me, a
7 Nov 12,2013 6:48 PM non-tchy person:)
8 Nov 12,2013 4:43 PM .
9 Nov 12,2013 4:08 PM Be more thorough on completing insurance forms.
10 Nov 12.20133:47 PM None
split up law clerks and staff attorneys in the future and do it
either before people start studying for the bar exam or after
people take the bar. you've clearly shown you're not going to
input our info into the system by the time we start working
11 Nov 12, 2013 3:44 PM anyway, so why have inconvenience those that are studying for
Stress the importance of coming to the orientation prepared to
choose a benefits plan, a mutual fund/pension, and
12 Nov 12, 2013 3:43 PM beneficiaries.
13 Nov 12, 2013 3:37 PM Pay attention and ask questions.
14 Nov 12, 2013 3:36 PM See previous answers.
15 Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM More time allowed
16 Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM N/A
might be a good idea to have a currently secretary and/or law
17 Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM clerk present to give a brief overview of job responsibilities
18 Nov 12,20133:28 PM n/a
19 Nov 12, 2013 3:28 PM I can't think of anything to add.
I heard some people had orientation in big groups. I really
prefered the small group I had where I felt I could ask
questions and not hold up everyone. lwould say go with small
20 Nov 12, 2013 3:27 PM groups to the extent possible.
21 Nov 12, 2013 3:25 PM greater flexibility
22 Nov 12,20133:24 PM none
23 Nov 12, 20133:22 PM None
24 Nov 12, 20133:21PM Give more detailed information on benefits.
Just be sure that enough time is allocated to be able to explain
Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM policy & procedures.25
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O26 Nov 12, 2013 3:13 PM HOnestly need more job specific orienation.Someone to help new reporters with the reports filing system
Nov 6, 2013 4:26 PM and a competent mentor to go to. No bad-attitude people. An
Better benefits presentation. Maybe breakout sessions for a
large orientation class so that not so many people are trying to
fill out benefit forms at the same time which was confusing
because everyone needs to have something different on those
Nov 4, 2013 7:30 PM forms.
Nov 4, 2013 3:38 PM Provide paperwork prior to the New Hire Orientation
More detailed information for Court Reporter's daily putting
Nov 4, 2013 3:11 PM down times of day in court for weekly/monthly reports
Nov 1, 2013 6:30 PM The orientation process went well. No changes.
Maybe a listing of how each deaprtment works and fits with the
Nov 1,2013 12:56 PM others.
Nov 1, 2013 12:33 PM n/a
Nov 1, 2013 2:27 AM Information on navigating the various web sites.
Have a welcome bubby to show the NH the ropes. lE: different
Oct 31 ,2013 8:48 PM departments, parking, introductions
Oct 31 ,2013 8:06 PM Tailor the orientation to the group of employees.
Oct 31 ,2013 6:31 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 5:43 PM None
Have the paperwork e-mail before time so that it could be fill
Oct 31 ,2013 5:41 PM out.
Oct 31 ,2013 4:49 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 4:34 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 3:54 PM more clear instructions prior to starting work
Oct 31 ,2013 3:29 PM no receommendations
Oct 31 ,2013 3:15 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,2013 3:08 PM I like the idea of a tour of the grounds and history lesson.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:57 PM Prepare for you presentation.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:55 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 2:55 PM please see answer to question 24
Oct 31 ,2013 2:48 PM .
The option of more dates/time for the orientation. Much
smaller orientation groups - which I believe would make the
Oct 31 , 2013 2:42 PM process go faster for those attending the orientation
Oct 31, 2013 2:34 PM The court reporter manual needs to be updated and expanded.
Maybe have all of the paperwork put in binder with dividers for
Oct 31 ,2013 2:26 PM organization purposes
Encourage individuals to read all information before and warn
Oct 31, 20132:21PM everyone that they will have to make a decision that day.
Oct 31, 20132:19 PM ?
Oct 31 ,2013 2:19 PM I guess lwould say encourage the new hire to ask questions.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:14 PM Make everyone complete forms and paperwork ahead of time.
Perhaps make some information available ahead of time by e-
mail so new hires can review casually and come prepared with
Oct 31, 20132:12 PM questions.
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O58 Oct 31 ,2013 2:03 PM Introductions of more people.
Introduce and assign a buddy prior to first day. Have buddy
contact new employee and offer to be there for the new
Oct 31 ,2013 2:03 PM employee at the start of the new hire process.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM none
Oct 31, 20131:58 PM Nothing
Let them know that they will take in alot and will fill out alot of
Oct 31 ,2013 1:56 PM papers and insurance information
NBew employees coming in from a different state gency should
just be mailed the info and a contact name and number in case
Oct 31 ,2013 1:53 PM of any questions.
Make it more timely. Waiting two weeks for orientation before
Oct 31 ,20131:51 PM actual hire leaves a potential hire in limbo
Oct 31 ,20',31:50 PM See other comments.
Additional dates for the orientation that are not so close to the
Oct 31 ,20131:42PM bar exam.
An icebreaker to introduce everyone, because we had about a
Oct 31 ,2013 1:42PM dozen people there.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:41 PM Answered in previous question
Oct 31, 2013 1:38 PM some parts of orientation felt rushed
Oct 31 ,20131:37 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 1:36 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 1:36 PM I had no complaints.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:35 PM -
Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,20131:33 PM None
Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM N/A
Oct 31 ,2013 1:32 PM None
More information on the Agency, History, Departments and
Oct 31 ,2013 1:32 PM functions.
Give out some information beforehand so the new hire isn't as
Oct 31 ,20131:31 PM inundated on the first day.
Oct 31, 2013 1:30 PM I'm still not quite sure about retirement benefits
Oct 31 ,20131:29 PM none.
Oct 31, 20131:27 PM Maybe not so much information at one time
Oct 31 .2013 1:27 PM N/A
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What suggestions do you have to improve agency
communications to new employees before and after they are
employed?
Answer Options ResponseCount
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date Response Text Categories
Being able to email if employee or employer has any additional1 Nov 13,20137:23 PM questions.
2 Nov 13, 2013 6:58 PM n/a
3 Nov 13, 2013 2:17 PM Nothing
None. Each individual with whom I was in contact was clear that
they could be contacted via email or telephone if I had any4 Nov 12,2013 8:41 PM questions.
5 Nov 12,2013 7:58 PM Calls to check in in addition to email.6 Nov 12,2013 7:09 PM none
7 Nov 12,2013 6:48 PM nothing
8 Nov 12,2013 4:43 PM .
9 Nov 12,2013 4:08 PM No suggestions.
10 Nov 12.20133:47 PM None
83
83
14
11
l'll speak to you as kindly as you speak to me. Since the girl who
does vacation chose to be rude, and continues to be, I will chose
to continue to be rude. HR does not have a good reputation, as
you can tell by this survey, for getting things done in a timely,
efficient fashion. I would suggust the personnel be nicer when
we're looking for answers and trying to work out issues. lt's
frustrating to find out your social security number is entered
wrong, or not at all, or your benefits haven't been entered into the
system when you were promised you'd have them by a certain
Nov 12, 2013 3:44 PM date.
Provide a list of phone numbers to administrative personel in the
building to allow for easy communication of questions. lt is
sometimes hard to find a phone number for the benfits
Nov 12, 2013 3:43 PM coordinator.
Nov 12,20133:37 PM ??
Nov 12, 2013 3:36 PM None.
Nov 12,2013 3:34 PM none
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM N/A
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM N/A
Nov 12, 2O133'.28 PM All is good.
12
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I can't think of anything to add. Everyone communicated with me
Nov 12,20133:28 PM well.
Nov 12,20133:27 PM Seeabove.
Nov 12, 2013 3:25 PM utilize telecommunications
Nov 12, 2013 3:24 PM none
Nov 12,20133:22 PM None
Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM Answer e-mails sent to staff in regards to insurance questions.
Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM None
Nov 12, 2013 3:13 PM MAintain some sor tof contact. You do not remember everything
Nov 6, 2013 4:26 PM Pair someone with a mentor.
Nov 4, 2013 7:30 PM I thought the communication was pretty good.
Nov 4, 2013 3:38 PM Regular checkups/followups
Can Court Reporters go to lT Help for their web site to fill out
reports? | had difficulty with the Monthly Report erasing info that
Nov4, 2013 3:11 PM should have been stored in it.
I have always been able to find answer to any questions before
Nov 1, 2013 6:30 PM and after being employed.
Everyone was very helpful so lwill have to say my needs were
Nov 1, 2013 12:56 PM more than met
Nov 1, 2013 12:33 PM n/a
One inclusive list of agencies/persons/phone numbers detailing
their jobs that can be easily & timely updated to contact with
Nov 'f , 2013 2:27 AM questions for easier reference.
Oct 31 ,2013 8:48 PM At this point none
Oct 31 ,2013 8:06 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,2013 6:31 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 5:43 PM None
Alway, let them know that they can come and talked to you about
Oct 31 ,2013 5:41 PM anything.
Oct 31 ,2013 4:49 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 4:34 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 3:54 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 3:29 PM No recommendations
i do think it would be quicker if some things were already mailed
Oct 31 ,2013 3:15 PM before so the orientation will not take as long.
Oct 31 ,2013 3:08 PM None. I think communication is excellent via email.
Answer the damn telephone. I can tell you work for the
government because NOT ONE SINGLE EMPLOYEE answers
the telephone when you call their office. They always let it go to
Oct 31 ,2013 2:57 PM voicemail. EVERYTIME. Even when the Judge calls down there.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:55 PM None
more one on one communication between Judicial Department
Oct 31 ,2013 2:55 PM staff and law clerks
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Oct 31, 20132:48PM
Oct 31 ,20132:42PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:34 Pl,l.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:26 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:21 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:19 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:19 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:14 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:12PM
Oct31,20',3 2:03 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:03 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:58 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:56 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:53 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:51 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:50 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:42PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:42PM
Oct 31, 20131:41 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:37 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:36 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:36 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:35 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:34 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:33 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:32 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM
none.
none.
none
Use email
?
Maybe contact them a day or two before their orientation to make
sure they understand what they need to bring with them and ask if
they have any questions before coming in case new questions
have come to their mind.
None
None.
Use email more.
Emails from Personnel should have a standard format and be
identified from Personnel. I still don't know everyone who sends
out emails about stuff. So I don't know which items are
important.
The Docket needs improvement include agency project updates
such as the building remodeling and closures, new projects such
as efiling or changes coming for Sceis.. fun things that are
coming like the Christmas dinner or Halloween contest.
Everything is already done and over. Do we have things to look
forward to??
Do we have any kind of program or article in the docket to
recongnize staff for good work. Or to introduce new staff to the
agency?
none
Nothing
none
Send info to new hire before start date.
Follow up within a couple of weeks to make sure things are going
okay.
Respond to emails.
nla
Send only the forms that need to be completed ahead of time.
none
nla
none
None
I had no complaints.
Already doing a wondeduljob. I regularly recieve emails from
various agencies within SCJD.
nla
None
N/A
None
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Oct 31, 2013 1:32 PM Maybe a personal follow-up a few weeks after starting the job.
Oct31,20131:31 PM N/A
Oct 31, 2013 1:30 PM Follow up more if they need to complete paperwork
Oct 31, 20131:29 PM none.
Oct 31, 20'131:27 PM NA
Oct 31, 20131'.27 PM None.
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What suggestions do you have for improving agency resources
for new employees?
Answer Options
Number Response Date
27
28
29
answered question
skipped question
Nov 13, 20137:23PM
Nov 13,2013 6:58 PM
Nov 13,20132:17 PM
Nov 12, 2013 8:41 PM
Nov 12, 2013 7:58 PM
Nov 12, 2013 7:09 PM
Nov 12, 2013 6:48 PM
Nov 12,20134:43PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:08 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:47 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:44 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:43 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:37 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:36 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:28 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:28 PM
Nov 12,20133:27 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:25 PM
Nov 12,20133:24PM
Nov 12,20133:22PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:13 PM
Nov 6, 2013 4:26 PM
Nov 4, 2013 7:30 PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:38 PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:11 PM
Nov 1,2013 6:30 PM
Nov 1,2013 12:56 PM
Nov 1,2013 12:33 PM
Nov 1, 2013 2:27 AM
Oct 31 ,2013 8:48 PM
Oct31,2013 8:06 PM
Oct31,2013 6:31 PM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Response
Count
83
83
14
Response Text Categories
Cannot think of any.
nla
Nothing
None.
More streamlined travel and payroll info online.
none
nothing
No suggestions.
None
none
None.
??
None.
none
N/A
N/A
nla
Everything that I can think of was provided to me.
See above.
none
none
None
nla
None
none
Seeing the documents before orientation so you can research
and discuss with your spouse which plan is best for your family
and not making the decision onthe-fly that morning.
The intranet is cumbersome and counterintuitive.
N/A
having a senior mentor program to assist new hires in their daily
questions on how to adhere to Department's guidelines.
N/A
I think you already do a great job
nla
One inclusive list of persons/agencies/phone numbers, detailing
their jobs that can be easily & timely updated to contact with
questions for easier reference.
At this point none
nla
None
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The court reporters have a FB page which has been more help
than anything. This is truly an on-the-job training and that has
Oct 31 ,2013 5:43 PM been more helpful than any other training.
Oct 31, 2013 5:41 PM Provide more training, if need.
lwould really appreciate SCEIS being available as an
application, actually. lt was very difficult to get signed on and
Oct 31 ,2013 4:49 PM figured out the first time on my own.
Oct 31 ,2013 4:34 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 3:54 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 3:29 PM No suggestions
Oct 31 , 2013 3: 1 5 PM n/a
A listing of building departments and employees at all
Oct 31 ,2013 3:08 PM receptionist desks. lt helps when people come in and are lost.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:57 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:55 PM None
resources are fine. it's good that they are on the intranet for
Oct 31 ,2013 2:55 PM download and reference
Oct 31 ,20132:48PM .
Oct 31, 2013 2:42 PM none.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:34 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:26 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:21 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:19 PM ?
That's hard for me to answer because I see improvements
happening daily and each person learns or wants to receive
information differently so I would more of an open line of
communication of how to meet that individuals needs-for
example it didn't matter how I received my materials - I'm easy
Oct31,2013 2:19 PM going and lwas justexcited to be hired.
My only suggestion would be to allow Law Clerks to submit
Oct 31 ,2013 2:14 PM travel expense reports online.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:12 PM None.
Oct 31, 20'13 2:03 PM None.
New Employees need to understand that the agency
communicates through email primarily and that each employee
is expected to read and apply the directions given. Periodic
classes or information on using scheduler for appointments
should be distributed or distribute links on the web that may be
helpful. Pick different topics and share information. What about
an article about a county in the state... what is interesting about
Oct 31, 2013 2:03 PM Calhoun county?
Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 1:58 PM Nothing
Oct 31 ,2013 1:56 PM none
A "tour" of the agency's website to inform new hire of information
Oct 31 ,2013 1:53 PM available and how to navigate.
Oct 31 ,20',3 1:51 PM Everyone needs a specific go-to person for questions.
Oct 31 ,20131:50 PM N/A
Oct 31 ,20131:42PM nla
Oct 31, 2013 1:42 PM none
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Oct 31, 20131:41 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM
Oct31,20131:36 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:36 PM
Oct 31, 20131:35 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:33 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:32 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:32 PM
Oct 31, 20131:32 PM
Oct 31, 20131:31 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:30 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:29 PM
Oct 31, 20131:27 PM
Oct 31, 20131:27 PM
none
tours of the Calhoun/Supreme buildings would be helpful
none
None
I had no complaints.
Send information hand delivered to new employees
electronically to their work email address.
nla
None
N/A
None
None
N/A
NA
none.
NA
None.
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O o, the time you were hired as a new employee, who was your
immediate supervisor ? (This information will only be used to
identify supervisors of new hires within the last three years. They
will be sent a supervisory survey regarding the new hire
orientation process).
Answer Options ResponseCount
82
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date Response Teld Categories
82
15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
Nov 13, 20137:24 PM Judge Monet S. Pincus
Nov 13, 2013 6:59 PM Patricia Howard
Nov 13, 20132:17 PM Carolyn Taylor/Tom Timberlake
Nov 12, 2013 8:42 PM Judge Mclin
Nov 12, 2013 7:59 PM n/a
Nov 12, 20137:10 PM Tricia Howard
Nov 12, 2013 6:48 PM Desiree Allen
Nov 12, 2013 4:44 PM Circuit Judge
Nov 12, 2013 4:09 PM Desiree Allen
Nov 12,20133:47 PM Judge Kristi Harrington
Nov 12,20133:44 PM Patricia Howard
Nov 12, 2013 3:44 PM Betsy Goodale
Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM Judge McDonald
Nov 12, 2013 3:36 PM Judge Thomas A. Russo.
Nov 12, 2013 3:35 PM N/A
Nov 12,2013 3:34 PM Judge McDonald
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM Not sure
Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM n/a
Nov 12, 20133:28 PM Monica Amick-Cassidy
Nov 12,20133:28 PM Patricia Howard
Nov 12,20133:26 PM Justice Hearn
Nov 12, 2013 3:25 PM Michael Nettles
Nov 12, 2013 3:23 PM Carolyn Taylor
Nov 12, 2013 3:22 PM Judge Karen F. Ballenger
Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM Betsy Goodale
Nov 12, 2013 3:13 PM My judge
Nov 6, 2013 4:27 PM Desiree Allen
Nov 4, 2O137:31 PM Betsy Goodale
Nov 4, 2013 3:38 PM Patricia Howard
Nov4, 2013 3:18 PM Lynn Glisson
Nov 1,2013 6:31 PM Judge Hocker
Nov 1, 2013 12:56 PM Gretchen Gleason
Nov 1, 2013 12:33 PM Sharlayne Bellamy
Nov 1,20132:28 AM DesireeAllen
Oct 31 ,2013 8:48 PM The Honorable DeAndrea Gist Benjamin
Oct 31, 2013 8:06 PM Judge Eugene Griffith
Oct 31 ,2013 6:35 PM Judge Burch
Oct 31 ,2013 5:44 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 5:42 PM Ms. Jenny Kitchings
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Oct 31, 2013 4:50 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 4:35 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:55 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:30 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:16 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:09 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:57 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:55 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:55 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:42PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:35 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:28 PM
Oct 31, 20132:2'l PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:19 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:19 PM
Oct 31 ,20132:14 PM
Oct 31 , 2013 2:12 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:04 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:04 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:58 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:58 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:55 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:52 PM
Oct 31, 20131:50 PM
Oct 31, 20131:43 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:42PM
Oct 31 ,20131:42PM
Oct 31 ,2A131:40 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:39 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM
Oct 31, 20131:36 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:35 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:35 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:33 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:33 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:33 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:32 PM
Oct 31, 20131:32 PM
Oct 31, 20131:30 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:28 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:27 PM
My judge and the law clerk.
Monica Amick
Tricia Howard
Omichelle Whitfield
judy riser
Lee Coggiola
none
my judge
my judge's administrative assistant? | am not sure
Betsy Goodale
Desiree Allen
Not sure who held that title but everyone was helpful
throughout the process
Betsy Goodale
Judge
Judge Addy
I'm not sure. I believe the Judge I was hired to work for
is my supervisor.
Judge G. Thomas Cooper
John Few
Joan Assey
Judge Griffith
Desiree allen
Did not have one that I know of. Stacey Minton was the
one that help me learn my job before I started. She was
the one that was here before me.
Lee Coggiola
G. Edward Welmaker
Judge J. Ernest Kinard, Jr., I guess.
Chief Judge Few
Judge Steven John
Lee Coggiola
Alex Risher
Bob McCurdy
Monica Amick-Cassidv
Lesley Coggiola
Betty Pearce
Judy Riser
Desiree Allen
Chris Haley
Judge
Bob McCurdy
Margaret Falin
Christopher Haley
Carolyn Taylor
Carolyn Taylor
The Honorable Roger L. Couch
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My supervisor and others in my new work area were prepared for my first day on the job?
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Response ResponsePercent Gount
69.50lo 57
26.80/o 22
3.7o/o 3
0.0o/o 0
0.07o 0
ansugrcd question 82
skipped question 15
My supervisor and others in my new work area were prepared for my first
day on the job?
rStrongly Agree
lAgree
o Neutral
trDisagree
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My supervisor and coworkers made me feel welcome at SCJD.
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Reepoq*e,
. Percent
78.0Yo
18.3o/o
3.7o/o
0.0o/o
0.07o
grrs$dort
skipped question
Roponse
Gount
64
15
3
0
0
82
15
My supervisorand coworkers made me feelwelcome at SCJD.
lStrongly Agree
lAgree
tr Neutral
tr Disagree
IStrongly Disagree
51
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I had all of the necessary equipment, tools, desk supplies and resources
available to me on my first day of work.
Answer options ResPonse ResPonsePercent Count
Strongly Agree 63.07o 51
Agree 25.9Yo 21
Neutral 6.2Yo 5
Disagree 4.9o/o 4
Strongly Disagree 0.0o/o 0
What, if anything, were you missing (please specify) 11
answered question 81
skipped question 16
What, if
anything, were
Number Response Date you missing Categories
(please
specify)
1 Nov 13, 20137:24 PM We were missing our printer.
We Couft Reporters supply our own supplies, so not
2 Nov 6, 2013 4:28PM applicable.
Our department was a bit different as we are a new
division and we actually had to feel our way through to
figure out what we would need. That was not a negative
because there was no way to anticipate all of our needs
3 Nov 1, 2013 12:59 PM until assignments began to come in.
I already had all the equipment needed. However,
some courtrooms have very poor acoustics. So, for
court reporters, it would be especially beneficial to
everyone involved to have a speaker located at the
4 Nov 1, 20132:33 AM reporter's desk in allcourtrooms.
5 Oct 31, 2013 5:45 PM We bring our own equipment and supplies
6 Oct 31, 2013 5:43 PM I had eveything that I need.
Tech support didn't have my computer to give to me at
orientation and had to make a special trip to Columbia
7 Oct 31, 2013 2:57 PM for which I was not reuimbursed
8 Oct 31, 2013 1:40 PM misc. office supplies
I needed a few supplies but was told to go through the
9 Oct31,2013 1:36PM catalogueandorderwhatwasneeded.
10 Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM I supply my own equipment.
I was given the opportunity to order the items that I
11 Oct 3'l ,2013 1:30 PM didn't have and they were available very soon.
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 31
I had all of the necessary equipment, tools, desk supplies and
resouroes available to me on my firstday of work.
IStrongly Agree
IAgree
tr Neutral
tr Disagree
I
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 32
What was your impression of SCJD after your first day in your new
work area?
Answer Options Response Gount
81
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date Response Text
81
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Categories
Nov 13, 20137:24 PM Hectic
Nov 13, 2013 6:59 PM Great place to work
Nov 13, 2013 2:18 PM Very excited and looking forurrard to a part of the team
Nov 12, 2013 8:43 PM Wellorganized.
Nov 12, 2013 7:59 PM A good agency to work for
Nov 12, 20137:1O PM Very friendly
Nov 12, 2013 6:49 PM goodl
Nov 12, 2013 4:44 PM ok
Nov 12, 2013 4:09 PM Fine
Nov 12, 2013 3:48 PM I had a great impression of my co-workers and work space.
Nov 12, 2013 3:45 PM Friendly, helpfulteam environment.
Nov 12, 20133:45 PM I love my coworkers and my supervisor. I hate HR.
Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM I loved the people I was going to be working with.
Nov 12,20133:37 PM Great.
Nov 12, 2013 3:36 PM Good
Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM positive
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM Good
18
19
Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:28
Nov 12, 2013 3:26
Nov 12, 2013 3:25
Nov 12,20133:22
Nov 12, 2013 3:21 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:13 PM
Nov 6, 2013 4:28PM
Nov 4, 20137:32PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:38 PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:19 PM
Nov 1,2013 12:59 PM
Nov 1, 2013 12:34 PM
Nov 1. 2013 2:33 AM
I knew I was going to love it here-very hospitable and welcoming
environment-l came from a large agency and I love the small agency
atmosphere
They care about your well being.
Everyone was friendly, and it seemed like a job I was going to enjoy and
learn new things in.
lwas impressed. I had all of my materials ready, my computer, desk,
office supplies etc. I thought that went really well.
I was impressed and ready to get to work.
good
Loved it.
I knew this was a wonderful job and I would be very happy in my work
environment.
Love it
Chaos in circuit court. What have I done?
Good.
A highly organized, well-developed organization
I still don't have a desk area outside of the courtroom
very positive
I felt that everyone had a role to play in the overall success of the
agency.
My work area is the courtroom. Everyone has been especially kind and
helpful.
20
PM
PM
PM
PM
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 32
34 Oct 31 ,2013 8:49 PM Good35 Oct 31 ,2013 8:07 PM Prepared and Organized.36 Oct 31 ,2013 6:47 PM lmpressed37 Oct 31 ,2013 5:45 PM ?38 Oct 31, 2013 5:43 PM lwas very impress with SCJD.
I really enjoyed my first day. I thought and still think working within the
SCJD is one of the best positions I have had over the course of my39 Oct 31 ,2013 4:51 PM career.40 Oct 31 ,2013 4:36 PM Very comfortable and welcoming. Loved it!41 Oct 31 ,2013 3:55 PM good42 Oct 31 ,2013 3:31 PM A freindly and warm reception made me feel very weldomed.43 Oct 31 ,2013 3:17 PM i could tell by the atmosphere that this was a great place to work.44 Oct 31 ,2013 3:10 PM SCJD has a very close family environment.45 Oct 31 ,2013 2:57 PM Good46 Oct 31, 2013 2:57 PM fine
47 Oct 31 ,2013 2:56 PM No impression.
I had a wonderful impression of SCJD. Everyone was incredibly48 Oct 31, 2013 2:42 PM welcoming and helpful.
49 Oct 31 ,2013 2:35 PM lt was about what I expected.50 Oct 31 ,2013 2:29 PM Great place to work with great people!51 Oct 31 , 2013 2:22 PM Very welcoming group of people52 Oct 31, 2013 2:20 PM Loved it
53 Oct 31, 2013 2:20 PM Overwhelming excitement
54 Oct 31, 2013 2:15 PM Very impressed with SCJD and felt great about my job opportunity.55 Oct 31 ,2013 2:12 PM This is going to be a good job.56 Oct 31 ,2013 2:04 PM Great!57 Oct 31, 2013 2:04 PM I already knew the agency so my impression was good.
58 Oct 31, 20132:02 PM SCJD is a great place to work
59 Oct 31, 20131:59 PM ?
60 Oct 31 ,2013 1:59 PM work area was fine61 Oct 31 ,2013 1:56 PM Seemd like a great place to work.62 Oct 31 ,2013 1:52 PM Everyone seemed nice and knowledgeable.63 Oct 31, 2013 1:52 PM lt was a bit ovenarhelming.64 Oct 31, 2013 1:43 PM Positive
65 Oct 31, 20131:43 PM Excited.
66 Oct 31 ,2013 1:43 PM I like the building and the view. Everyone was welcoming and helpful.67 Oct 31 ,2013 1:41 PM This does not pertain to my position68 Oct 31 ,2013 1:40 PM fine69 Oct 31, 20'131:37 PM lt was comfortable.
70 Oct 31, 20131:36 PM I had worked at the SCJD before so I loved it.
71 Oct 31, 2013 1:36 PM Personable and effective
72 Oct 31, 2013 1:36 PM Good
73 Oct 31 ,2013 1:36 PM Very organized.74 Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM I love my job!75 Oct 31 ,2013 1:34 PM I was very happy.
It was friendly attmosphere. Felt like a family and not just a job
76 Oct 31, 2013 1 :33 PM environment.
77 Oct 31, 20131:33 PM Very comfortable.
78 Oct 31, 20'131:32 PM The Department was very nice and welcoming.
79 Oct 31, 2013 1:30 PM lt has been a positive experience.80 Oct 31, 20131:28 PM Very positive
81 Oct 31 ,2013 1:28 PM Good impression. Things were very busy.
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 33
During the first week of employment, job duties and performance expectations were
clearly explained to me and all my questions relating to job duties and performance
expectations were answered.
Answer Opdons
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
F@m6, WE@ r.QffIt,',
50.60lo 41
37.0Yo 30
9.$06 I
2.5o/o 2'
o.o% 0
During the first week of employment, job duties and performance expectations
were clearly explained to me and all my questions relating to job duties and
performance expectations were answered.
tStrongly Agree
IAgree
tr Neutral
tr Disagree
I
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 34
As a new employee, I was provided the instruction, training and resources I needed to be
successful on the job?
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Response ResponsePercent Count
49.4o/o 40
39.5olo 32
8.67o 7
2.5o/o 2
0.0olo 0
answered question 81
skipped question 16
As a new employee, I was provided the instruction, training and resources I
needed to be successful on the job?
IStrongly Agree
IAgree
tr Neutral
tr Disagree
T
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O CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 35
My immediate supervisor was actively involved in my job training.
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Other (please specify)
Number Response Date other (pleasesPecifY) categories
No, we just went over the manual. But job training is1 Nov 6, 2013 4:29 PM left up to the CRs in the field for our court training.
My immediate supervisor could not be actively involved
in my job training as it's in the courtroom. But the coufi
reporters she chose were actively involved & really2 Nov 1, 2013 2:34 AM helpful.
3 Oct 31, 2013 5:46 PM I don't think court reporters have a supervisor.4 Oct 31 , 2013 2:36 PM This is not part of her job responsibility.5 Oct 31, 2013 1:37 PM Deputy Barbara Seymour did most of my training.
My immediate supervisor was actively involved in my job training.
lStrongly Agree
lAgree
tr Neutral
tr Disagree
lStrongly Disagree
Response ResponsePercent Count
59.3olo 48
23.5o/o 19
14.8o/o 12
2.5o/o 2
0.0olo 0
5
a$gryered gu€s,tian 81
skipped question 16
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Answer Options
On the job
Agency sponsored training
Formal classroom/instructor led training
Conferences
Webinars
Training on systems and processes
Professional development tra in ing
None
lf none or Other (please explain)
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 36
During the first six months to a year on the job, I received the following
training. Select all that applies.
Response
Percent
84.8o/o
21.1a/o
12.7Yo
39,20/o
21.5o/o
36.7o/o
8.9o/o
11.4o/o
aflsn€redquesfibn
skipped question
Number Response Date
lf none or Other(please Categories
explain)
Reoponse
Gount
67
17
10
31
17
29
7
I
6
79
18
1
2
Nov 12, 2013 4:11 PM Third month on the job
Nov 12, 2013 3:40 PM Haven't been here 6 mths
I also did a training session on the computer. Although,
Nov 12, 20133:32 PM I have been here less than 6 months.
Nov 4, 2O13 6:26 PM Training on systems when asked for
Oct 31, 2013 3:19 PM I have only been here for a week and a half
Oct 31, 2013 2:14 PM Have not been employed that long.
3
4
5
6
During the first six months to a year on the job, I received the
following training. Select allthat applies.
90.0%
80.0olo
70.0o/o
60.0olo
50.0olo
40.IVo
30.0%
20.0o/o
10.0olo
0.07o aEsgEr-Pe9 8 
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 37
How soon after starting your job did you feel productive?
Answer Options
2 weeks
1 month
2-3 months
3-6 months
6 months to 1 year
More than 1 year
Response
Percent
72.2o/o
19.0%
7.60/o
1.3o/o
0.07o
0.0olo
anilrcrcdguestion
skipped question
Res-?snse
Count
57
15
6
1
0
0
79
18
How soon afterstarting your job did you feel productive?
12 weeks
l1 month
tr2-3 months
tr3-6 months
16 months to 1 year
IMore than 1 year
60
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 38
What resources could we have provided to assist you in being
productive in a shorter period of time?
79
18
O onr*rr options
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
answered question
, 
skipped question
Response Date
Nov 13, 20137:25PM
Nov 13, 2013 7:01 PM
Nov 13, 2013 2:19 PM
Nov 12, 2013 8:45 PM
Nov 12, 2013 8:00 PM
Nov 12, 20137 11PM
Nov 12, 2013 6:49 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:11 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:46 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:46 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:40 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:39 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:37 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:37 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:32 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:32 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:30 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:30 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:27 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:26 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:23 PM
Nov 12, 20133:22PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:14 PM
Nov 6, 2013 4:30 PM
Nov 4, 2013 7:33 PM
Nov 4, 2013 6:26 PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:39 PM
Nov 1,2013 1:00 PM
Nov 1,201312:35 PM
Nov 1, 2013 2:35 AM
Oct 31 ,2013 8:51 PM
Oct 31, 2013 8:08 PM
Oct 31, 2013 6:52 PM
Response Count
79
Response Text Categories
None, just had to wait till the Judge was on the bench on her own.
nla
Nothing was working activly from day 1
None.
a "law clerk cheat booklet" of frequently asked questions
More information on C-track capabilities
nothing...........it's my age :)
Unsure
I felt like I had allthe tools to allow me to begin being productive as
soon as was possible.
none
N/A
Nothing. I was fine the way it was.
I think we would have been productive sooner if we were hired by an
exsisting office with a secretary and law clerk who had been working
for the judge prior to our start date. Since our judge was new at the
time, we had to figure more things out for ourselves but that turned out
to be a great learning experience.
No idea.
N/A
A manualwould be a oood resource to have available.
None
nla
I don't think you could've. I felt like I was a fast learner, but starting
anything new it's going to take a little time to get used to it.
I don't think there is anything that can be done for my position. lt is the
type of position that can only be mastered by undertaking the job itself.
none
None
nla
none
Training on the monthly reports system. Mentor to help with questions.
Nothing I can think of.
it help
N/A
Nothing
nla
Court reporters have to already know their job before being hired, so
this question doesn't really apply. However, would like to stress the
importance of speakers in courtrooms at court reporters' desks. .
To much to explain
nla
None 61
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 38
35 Oct 31, 2013 5:47 PM I received the assistance I needed from other court reporters.36 Oct 31 ,2013 5:45 PM I wish that I could learn SCEIS on the job training.
The laptops provided could have more resources uploaded on them,
such as basic law clerk forms, the materials passed out at the law clerk
Oct 31, 2013 4:52 PM trainings, etc.
Oct 31 ,2013 4:37 PM none-it was great!
Oct 31, 2013 3:56 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 3:33 PM An introduction to other departments and how we all work together
Oct 31 , 2013 3:1 9 PM n/a
Oct 31, 2013 3:1 1 PM None that I can think of.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:58 PM none
nothing that SCJD can provide...previous law clerk provided on the job
Oct 31 ,2013 2:58 PM training and reference materials
Oct 31 ,2013 2:56 PM none
Oct 31, 2013 2:43 PM I cannot think of anything
Oct 31 ,2013 2:36 PM Better manual.
Oct 31, 2013 2:32 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:24 PM ?
Oct 31, 20132:22 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:22PM Difficult to say because I felt productive from the start...
Oct31,20132:15 PM None
None. Much of it is learning and building a working relationship with
Oct 31, 2013 2:14 PM Judge, learning his preferences and how he runs chambers.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:06 PM None
Oct31,20132:04 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 2:03 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM Nothing
Oct 31, 2013 2:00 PM none
Oct 31, 20131:57 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 1:53 PM Nothing. lt just took a little time to learn the ropes.
Oct 31, 2013 1:53 PM A goto person to answer all the daily questions.
Oct 31, 2013 1:44 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 1:44 PM none
Oct31,20131:43 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,2013 1:42 PM none
Oct 31, 20131:41 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,20131:38 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 1:38 PM Given the work that is done, nothing. lt went smoothly.
I came into Finance at year end and was taught how to do one task
until this busy time was over. My hire date was bad timing and does not
Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM reflect on my supervisor's lack of productivity.
Oct 31, 20131:37 PM Nothing
Oct 31 ,2013 1:36 PM n/a
Oct 31, 2013 1:35 PM N/A
Oct 31 , 2013 1:35 PM none
Oct 31, 2013 1:35 PM na
Oct 31 ,2013 1:33 PM I don't know.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:33 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 1:33 PM More job shadowing with more seasoned employees.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:31 PM none.
Oct31,20131:28 PM N/A
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
4E
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
62
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 39
After being on the job for a period of time, what activities and/or
resources do you believe that you need now to perform better
in your position?
Answer Options ResponseCount
79
answered question
skipped question
Response Date
79
18
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
10
11
12
13
14
15
7
8
I
Nov 13,20137:26PM
Nov 13, 20137:02PM
Nov 13,20132:20PM
Nov 12, 2013 8:45 PM
Nov 12, 2013 8:00 PM
Nov 12, 2013 7:13 PM
Nov 12, 2013 6:52 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:26 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:12PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:48 PM
ResponseText Categories
None
nla
None
None
Learning on the job daily
More feedback from chambers as to the quality of my work.
an understanding of how court is ran as far as chamber weeks,
start times, juries, etc.
none
Not sure
Procedural guidance on a few new tasks our office has taken on;
however, I believe this guidance is forthcoming.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
Nov 12, 2013 3:47 PM none
Nov 12, 2013 3:41 PM None
Nov 12, 2013 3:40 PM The law clerk Sarah helped me alot!!!
Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM A desk space.
Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM N/A
I can't think of anything. Although, I still believe that a manual
Nov 12, 2013 3:32 PM would be a good resource to have.
Nov 12, 2013 3:32 PM none noted
Nov 12, 2013 3:30 PM n/a
Nov 12, 2013 3:30 PM I believe I have them all.
Nov 12,20133:27 PM none
Nov 12, 2013 3:26 PM none
Nov 12,20133:23 PM None
Nov 12,20133:22 PM n/a
Nov 12,20133:14 PM none
Classroom/Seminar to show the ins and outs of the SC Judicial
Nov 6, 2013 4:31 PM System, Cheat Sheet of terms that may come up while on the job.
Nov 4, 2013 7:33 PM I have everything I need from a resource standpoint.
Nov 4, 2013 6:48 PM none that this time
Nov 4, 2013 3:39 PM None
Nov 1, 2013 1:01 PM maybe more technology training
Nov 1, 20'13'12:35 PM n/a
Nov 1, 2013 2:36 AM Speakers in courtrooms at court reporters' desks.
Oct 31 ,2013 8:52 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 8:08 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,2013 7:00 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 6:29 PM All resources are provided to me to perform my job duties
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 39
It would help if all judges understood our jobs and respected us
Oct 31 ,2013 5:48 PM more. Some do; some clearly do not.
Oct 31 ,2013 5:46 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 4:52 PM None
I have maintained all training notes from my very first day, and
Oct 31, 2013 4:38 PM constantly refer to them.
Oct 31, 2013 3:57 PM none
Oct 31 , 2013 3:19 PM i haven't been on the job that long.
I would like to take a legal ethics class. lt would help me
Oct 31 ,2013 3:13 PM understand the process here at ODC better.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:58 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:58 PM law clerk manual personalized
Oct 31, 2013 2:57 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:44 PM I cannot think of any that were not already provided to me
Oct 31 ,2013 2:38 PM None.
Oct 31, 2013 2:38 PM Salary comparable to my secretarial experience and skills
Oct 31 ,2013 2:33 PM none
I honestly believe that the judges, secretaries and or law clerks
need a way of accessing what cases appear on multiple dockets
without having to go through the public access county by county.
For example if an attorney has cases up for trial in 3
counties...those checking to verify the information in order to
streamline and set the trials for the week can enter the attorneys
name or bar # in one place and have it show every county where
his cases are up...l feel this would benefit across the board and
the individual courts could communicate to see where and which
case is the oldest so the schedules can be worked around without
having to wait to the day of the roster meeting to find out they are
Oct 31 , 2013 2:30 PM #1 in 4 counties.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:23 PM none, just experience
Oct 31 ,2013 2:15 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 2:14 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 2:07 PM None
Oct31,20132:05 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 2:03 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM More time to type
Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM none
Oct 31 ,20131:58 PM none
Oct 31 ,20131:53 PM Reliable Internet access in every courthouse.
Better list of phone numbers and who handles what areas of
Oct 31 ,2013 1:53 PM authority.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:45 PM formal Time Matters training
Oct 31 ,2013 1:44 PM I will always need lT support
Oct 31 ,2013 1:43 PM n/a
Oct 31, 20131:42PM lT training
Oct 31, 20131:42 PM none
Oct 31, 2013 1:38 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 1:38 PM No complaints.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,20131:37 PM -
Sometimes communication could be better, but for the most part
Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM all works well!
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
64
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 39
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
vg
Oct31, 20131:37 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 1:35 PM Just normal ongoing training.
Oct 31, 2013 1:35 PM na
Oct 31, 2013 1:34 PM I can't think of any.
Oct 31, 2013 1:&4 PM None
Oct31,20131:34 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 1t32PM none.
Oct 31, 2013 1:31 PM None.
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 40
My supervisor provides regular feedback about my work performance.
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Reqpq;trear
rP.wnt
48.1Vo
31.60lo
17.7%
2.SYo
0.07o
Rarytr${i,
Co*gllr.iir i
38
25
14
2
0
.r.lr.,::::,,
18
amnered+l@r
skipped question
My supervisor provides regular feedback about my work performance.
lStrongly Agree
lAgree
trNeutral
tr Disagree
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 41
Overall, how satisfied are you with your experience at SCJD?
Answer Options
Extremely Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Neutral
Somewhat Not Satisfied
Not Satisfied
lf not satfisfied (please explain why)
Response
Percent
57.0Yo
36.7o/o
5.1Vo
1.3o/o
0.0o/o
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
45
29
4
1
0
1
79
18
Number Response Date
Overall, how satisfied are you with your experience at SCJD?
lf not satfisfied
(please explain Categories
whv)
I loved working for Desiree before, and knowing she
was still around made it as though I had never left since
she knew the way things were formerly done to the
Nov 12, 2013 6:52 PM changes and where we are today.
67
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 42
Do you visit SCJD's intranet and internet sites?
Answer Options
Yes
No
Response
Perent
98.70/o
1.3o/o
aflsi,wr€dqr.@ion
skipped question
Rwpgnse
&unt
77
1
78
19
Do you visit SCJD's intranet and internet sites?
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 43
The SCJD intranet is helpful and user friendly?
Answer Optlons
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Response
Perwnt
34.60/o
46.2o/o
16.7o/o
2.60/o
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
27
36
13
2
0
78
19
The SCJD intranet is helpful and user friendly?
IStrongly Agree
lAgree
tr Neutral
g Disagree
tStrongly Disagree
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CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 44
When visiting the SCJD intranet, what type information do you
routinely seek?
Answer Options Response Count
78
78
19
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date Response Text Categories
1 Nov 13, 20137:29 PM Court directory
2 Nov 13, 2013 7:04 PM legal outlines, leave request doc3 Nov 13, 2013 2:20 PM Just to keep up to date
I have not utilized the intranet often. I have visited Finance and4 Nov 12, 2013 9:20 PM Personnel.
5 Nov 12,2013 8:01 PM traveland payroll info
6 Nov 12,2013 7:13 PM outlines on preservation of error and other areas
7 Nov 12,2013 6:52 PM calendar
8 Nov 12,2013 4:30 PM bench book updates and travel guideline information9 Nov '12,2013 4:13 PM Not sure about intranet
I've only been on It once or twice. I really do not go to it tor10 Nov 12, 2013 3:49 PM information.
11 Nov 12, 2013 3:47 PM supreme court docs
12 Nov 12, 2013 3:41 PM Leave forms, etc.
13 Nov 12,2013 3:41 PM Nothing particular
14 Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM Holiday Schedule, travelguidelines.
15 Nov 12,20133:34 PM Forms
16 Nov 12, 20'13 3:33 PM I look at the court rules a good bit.17 Nov 12, 2013 3:32 PM Travel guidelines
18 Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM Legal resouces and outlines.
19 Nov 12, 2013 3:30 PM Forms
20 Nov 12,20133:28 PM travelguidelines
21 Nov 12, 2013 3:27 PM downloads and contact information22 Nov 12,20'133:24 PM Case Law
23 Nov 12, 2013 3:22 PM Outlines
24 Nov 12,20133:14 PM payment
25 Nov 6, 2013 4:32 PM Sick days and vacation days available, look at pay stub26 Nov 4, 2013 7:34 PM Leave slips usually27 Nov 4, 2013 6:49 PM Calendar for terms of court and scheduling28 Nov 4, 2013 3:40 PM Supreme Court legal resources (outlines)
29 Nov 1, 2013 1:04 PM Forms and guidelines
30 Nov 1, 2013 12:36 PM I seek archives of previous newsletters.31 Nov 1, 20132:38 AM Scheduling.32 Oct 31, 2013 8:52 PM travel forms
33 Oct 31, 2013 8:09 PM n/a
34 Oct 31 ,2013 7:08 PM Finance and Personnel
room scheduling, The Docket Finance & Personnel, Personnel35 Oct 31 ,2013 6:32 PM directory, etc36 Oct 31, 2013 5:50 PM Pay, leave, benefits
37 Oct 31, 2013 5:49 PM Rule of the court.
38 Oct 31, 2013 4:54 PM Contact information, travel guidelines, etc.
Information on how to navigate our website to direct attorneys and39 Oct 31 ,2013 4:40 PM pro se appellants through the appeals process.
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40 Oct 31, 2013 3:58 PM outlines
41 Oct 31 ,2013 3:21 PM finance42 Oct 31, 2013 3:15 PM I visit the internet site.
43 Oct 31 ,2013 3:00 PM IDK44 Oct 31 ,2013 2:59 PM travel guidelines and forms45 Oct 31, 2013 2:57 PM Leave forms.
46 Oct31,20132:50 PM Employmentinfo
47 Oct 31 ,2013 2:46 PM outlines48 Oct 31 .2013 2:38 PM Forms
It varies but mainly rosters and cases that my judge is presiding
49 Oct 31, 2013 2:33 PM over.
50 Oct 31, 2013 2:23 PM law outlines and presentations
Pay Information, Travel Information, Word Documents that are51 Oct 31 ,2013 2:16 PM helpfulto me in my capacity as a law clerk.52 Oct 31 ,2013 2:14 PM Leave information53 Oct 31 ,2013 2:08 PM Information related to my job54 Oct 31, 2013 2:05 PM Travel and leave forms
55 Oct 31, 2013 2:05 PM n/a
56 Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM travel guidelines57 Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM Leave time, payroll info58 Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM I don't use the intranet59 Oct 31, 2013 1:54 PM Judges'names and information, travel information, etc.60 Oct 31, 2013 1:54 PM finance and personnel, travel guidelines, holiday schedules
Anything applicable to my job: research, bluebooking, issue61 Oct 31 ,2013 1:46 PM preservation, standard of review62 Oct 31 ,2013 1:46 PM Court Rules63 Oct 31 ,20131:.44 PM Downloadable forms.
Conference room availability, committee members, calendar of64 Oct 31, 2013 1:43 PM events
65 Oct 31 ,2013 1:43 PM Judge's calander66 Oct 31 ,2013 1:39 PM I don't use it often67 Oct 31 ,2013 1:39 PM Court Rules and Record Searches
I have a hard time finding things and it's been so long since I've68 Oct 31, 20131:38 PM tried, I don't remember how to get on anymore!69 Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM I use the directory to look up Judges.70 Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM PublicationsPublications71 Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM Travel72 Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM Travel information, court information73 Oct 31, 2013 1 :36 PM Various information
74 Oct 31, 20131:35 PM travel info
75 Oct 31, 20131:35 PM Conference room reservations
Information pertaing to any cases or new notices of appeals that I
76 Oct 31, 2013 1:34 PM have received.
77 Oct 31 ,2013 1:32 PM Phone numbers, policy info, browsing to get a feel for the agency.78 Oct 31 ,20131:31 PM Travel and leave information
71
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 45
What type information/resources would you recommend be
| "OO"O to the SCJD intranet to assist employees?
Nov 13, 20137:29 PM
Nov 13,20137:04PM
Nov 13,20132:20PM
Nov 12, 2013 9:20 PM
Nov 12,2013 8:01 PM
Nov 12, 2013 7:13 PM
Nov 12, 2013 6:52 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:30 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:13 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:49 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:47 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:41 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:41 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:34 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:32 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:30 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:28 PM
Nov 12,20133:27 PM
Nov 12,20133:24PM
Nov 12, 20133:22PM
Nov 12,2013 3:14 PM
Nov 6, 2013 4:32 PM
Nov 4, 2013 7:34 PM
Nov 4, 2013 6:49 PM
Nov 4. 2013 3:40 PM
78
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Answer Options Response Count
78
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date Response Text Categories
none
nla
Nothing that I can think of
No recommendations at this time.
nla
updated outlines
nothing
N/A
Not sure about intranet
I have not been on it enought to make a recommendation.
none
Tax info
Not sure
Nothin additional.
N/A
I can't think of anything.
none noted
More of the same.
nla
no suggestion
none
Unknown
nla
none
none
Have links more clear so that it's not so difficult to find things.
Website seems primitive and counter-intuitive.
Examples of a prepared transcript, as per the SC Rules.
More outlines / law-specific outlines (e.9. family court outline)
Maybe a listing of who to go to for specific needs. Example in
technology who does phones, who does computer, etc. who is the go
to person in each department that can direct me to the person that
Nov 1, 20131:04 PM might be able to answer my question.
Nov 1,201312:36 PM n/a
Nov 1, 2013 2:38 AM Provisions of the insurance policies.
Oct 31 ,2013 8:52 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 8:09 PM n/a
Oct 31, 2013 7:08 PM None
Oct 31, 2013 6:32 PM a picture directory
I would like to know when automatic payment is posted for travel via36 Oct 31 ,2013 5:50 PM an e-mail.37 Oct 31 ,2013 5:49 PM Training for SCEIS. Available for anyone who desire to learn SCEIS.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
72
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 45
I would recommend adding the law clerk materials and/or materials
that are unavailable to employees using SCJD Westlaw (i.e. Trial
38
39
40
41
42
43
45
46
47
48
Oct 31 ,2013 4:54 PM
Oct 31, 2013 4:40 PM
Oct 31, 2013 3:58 PM
Oct 31, 2013 3:21 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:15 PM
Oct 31,2013 3:00 PM
Book for SC Lawyers).
none known at present.
none
nla
None.
IDK
44
more resources available for download. SCJD should tell us that there
are personalized documents for our judges that are available for
Oct 31, 2013 2:59 PM download. I didn't know about those resources until a month later
List of important phone numbers or fax numbers. Hard to find fax
Oct 31, 2013 2:57 PM numbers fo departments.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:50 PM nothing
Oct 31 ,2013 2:46 PM none that I can think of
Oct 31 ,2013 2:38 PM Don't know
see question #39...of course with that suggestion it needs to have
limited access...not public but l'm sure the attorneys would benefit
from the same access because they can enter their bar # on the roster
part of the site for a county and it shows any cases that are on a
roster or rosters but it only shows the information for 1 county and not
statewide.
none
None
Benefit and other information just to have it accessible from one
portal.
More information on who to contact in Personnel for different
questions, more information on security.
Link to insurance website.
nla
none
None
nla
N/A
I find what I need
none
Clarify the FAQ page on How to File a Complaint.
nla
nla
none
Unknown
Everyth ing seems self-explanatory.
N/A
nla
Nothing
More court documents/court orders that aren't on the main SCJI)
website
None
insurance/benefits
49
50
51
Oct 31 ,2013 2:33 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:23 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:16 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:14 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:08 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:05 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:05 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM
Oct 31, 2013 2:00 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:54 PM
Oct 31, 20131:54 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:46 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:46 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:44 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:43 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:43 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 1:39 PM
Oct 31, 20131:39 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:38 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:38 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:37 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:37 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:37 PM
Oct 31 ,20131:36 PM
Oct 31, 2013 1:35 PM
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
73
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 45
, Departmentalfunction overviews as well as key staff in those
Oct 31, 2013 1:35 PM departments.
Oct 31, 2013 il:34 Plri None
Oct 31, 2013 1:32 PM none.
Oct 31, 2013 1:31 PM Not sure.
75
76
77
78
74
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 46
What recommendations do you have for improvements to the
SCJD intranet that would enhance its usefulness to employees?
Answer Options ResponseCount
78
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date
1 Nov 13.20137:29PM
ResponseText Categories
none
better layout (menus, etc) with more clescrlpilve categories;
78
19
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
Nov 13, 2013 7:04 PM search function
Nov 13, 2O13 2:21 PM None
Nov 12, 2013 9:20 PM No recommendations at this time.
Nov 12, 2013 8:01 PM a more streamlined experience
Nov 12,20137:14 PM none
Nov 12, 2013 6:54 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:30 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:14 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:49 PM
Nov 12,20133:47 PM
Nov 12, 2O133:42PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:41 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:38 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:30 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM
Nov 12,20133:27 PM
Nov 12,20133:24PM
Nov 12,2O133:22PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:14 PM
Nov 6, 2013 4:32PM
Nov 4, 2013 7:35 PM
Nov 4, 2013 6:50 PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:40 PM
Nov 1,2013 1:04 PM
Nov 1,201312:36 PM
Nov 1, 2013 2:39 AM
Oct 31, 2013 8:52 PM
Oct 31, 2013 8:09 PM
Oct 31, 2013 7:08 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 6:33 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 5:50 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 5:50 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 4:54 PM
hotels around courthouses!!!! | NEVER know where to stay,
what's good, what accepts the State rate, etc!!!
N/A
Unsure
None, it's a great site.
none
None
?
None.
N/A
I can't think of anything.
none noted
More resources.
nla
no suggestion
none
Unknown
ila
none
none
More streamlined. lt shouldn't take 5 clicks to get to a Leave
Slip. And it shouldn't take a bunch of clicking around because
it's not clear where what I'm looking for is located.
More user friendly
Publicize it.
none
nla
A link to attorneys' names, addresses, & phone numbers.
none
nla
None
a picture directory of employees
none
Just SCEIS training for employee.
Possibly making it an application for phones as well.
75
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Oct 31, 2013 4:41PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 3:58 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 3:21 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,2013 3:15 PM I do not use the site that often.
Oct 31 ,2013 3:00 PM IDK
Oct 31, 2013 2:59 PM I can't think of anything. more specificity?
Oct 31, 2013 2:57 PM See previous question.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:50 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:46 PM Again, there is nothing that I can recommend.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:38 PM Don't know
Oct 31 ,2013 2:33 PM see previous answers to #39
Oct 31, 2013 2:23 PM none
Oct 31, 2013 2:16 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 2:14 PM None.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:09 PM Reformatting the site.
Oct 31, 20'13 2:05 PM More user-friendly.
Oct 31, 20132:05 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 2:00 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,20131:54 PM N/A
Oct 31, 2013 1:54 PM lt works fine.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:46 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 1:46 PM none
Oct 31 ,2013 1:44 PM nla
Oct 31 ,20'13 1:44 PM none
Oct 31 ,20',3 1:43 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,2013 1:40 PM N/A
Oct 31 ,2013 1:39 PM None
Oct 31 ,20131:39 PM Nothing to add.
Oct 31 ,20131:38 PM -
Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM n/a
Oct 31, 20131:37 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM Nothing
Let people know about it. I think I just stumbled upon it when I
Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM started working here.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:36 PM na
Oct 31 ,2013 1:35 PM None
Oct 31, 20131:34 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 1:33 PM none.
Oct 31 ,20131:31 PM N/A
39
40
4't
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
76
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 47
The SCJD internet site is helpful and user friendly.
Answer Options
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Reeponse
Percent
34.60/o
51.3olo
12.8o/o
1.3o/o
0.07o
anwvercd question
skipped question
Reeponse
Count
27
4A
10
1
0
78
19
The SCJD internet site is helpful and userfriendly.
lStrongly Agree
IAgree
tr Neutral
tr Disagree
IStrongly Disagree
77
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 48
When visiting the SCJD internet site, what type of information
do you routinely seek?
Answer options ResPonseCount
78
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date Response Text Categories
1 Nov 13, 2013 7:29 PM Addresses and clerk of court information
2 Nov 13, 2013 7:05 PM court rules, advance sheets
3 Nov 13, 20132:21PM just browse
Judges' contact information and calendars; court reporter
4 Nov 12, 20139:21PM contact information. Circuit map/info
5 Nov 12,2013 8:01 PM n/a
6 Nov 12,2013 7:15 PM advance sheets and other opinions
7 Nov 12,2013 6:54 PM calendar
8 Nov 12,2013 4:52 PM Email
9 Nov 12,2013 4:31 PM court reporter assignment and court terms
10 Nov 12, 2013 3:50 PM supreme court intranet
11 Nov 12, 2013 3:49 PM court rules, advance sheets, court rosters
12 Nov 12, 2013 3:42 PM Leave forms, etc.
13 Nov 12, 2013 3:42 PM Calendar
14 Nov 12, 2013 3:39 PM See previous answer.
15 Nov 12,20133:34 PM N/A
16 Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM I look at the court rules often.
17 Nov 12, 2013 3:33 PM Rosters for jduges, etc.
18 Nov 12, 2013 3:32 PM See previous cases.
19 Nov 12, 2013 3:31 PM forms
records search, roster seach, judicial assignments, contact
20 Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM information, forms
21 Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM court rules, judges' names, opinions, orders
22 Nov 12,20133:25 PM case law
23 Nov 12, 2013 3:23 PM Court Roster
24 Nov 12,2013 3:15 PM payment
25 Nov 6, 2013 4:32 PM Emails
26 Nov 4, 2013 7:36 PM Cases/advance sheets.
27 Nov 4, 2013 6:51 PM calendar and scheduling
28 Nov 4, 2013 3:44 PM Published & unpublished opinions
29 Nov 1, 2013 1:06 PM Clerks and Judges addresses and assignments thereof30 Nov 1, 2013 12:36 PM I seek contact information for court officials.31 Nov 1,20132:39 AM Scheduling.
32 Oct 31 ,2013 8:53 PM Anything pertaining to the Judge I work for.33 Oct 31 ,2013 8:10 PM Court rosters, court records, judicial assignments, etc.34 Oct 31 ,2013 7:09 PM Calender, Terms of Court and access to other counties35 Oct 31, 2013 6:33 PM directory assistance, room scheduling36 Oct 31, 2013 5:52 PM I refer customer to the Court Rule and Court form for SCJD.37 Oct 31, 2013 5:51 PM none
38 Oct 31, 2013 4:55 PM Terms of Court, public record information, and rosters.
how to direct clients through the appeals process.Daily use of39 Oct 31 ,2013 4:43 PM the Rules of the Appellate Court.40 Oct 31 ,2013 3:58 PM advance sheets, court roster
78
19
7B
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 48
41 Oct 31 ,20133:22PM nla42 Oct 31 ,2013 3:16 PM Information for Complainants calling into the office.43 Oct 31 ,2013 3:00 PM IDK44 Oct 31 ,20'13 3:00 PM forms45 Oct 31, 2013 2:58 PM Rosters and terms of court
46 Oct 31, 2013 2:51 PM court terms/judge schedules
47 Oct 31, 2013 2:46 PM CLE Outlines
48 Oct 31 ,2013 2:39 PM Clerk of Court Addresses, schedules49 Oct 31 ,2013 2:35 PM case information50 Oct 31 ,2013 2:24 PM law outlines and presentations51 Oct 31 ,2013 2:16 PM Contact Information52 Oct 31, 2013 2:15 PM Rosters and scheduling information.
53 Oct 31, 2013 2:09 PM information related to my job.. in SharePoint
54 Oct31,20132:05 PM Forms.
55 Oct 31 ,2013 2:05 PM Judge Information56 Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM Payroll, leave time57 Oct 31 ,2013 2:01 PM travel information58 Oct 31, 2013 2:01 PM county info, opinions, and orders. don't use much.59 Oct 31, 20131:55 PM Court rosters, contact info, etc.60 Oct 31, 2013 1:55 PM calendars
61 Oct 31 ,2013 1:47 PM Court Rules62 Oct 31 ,2013 1:46 PM advance sheets, opinions63 Oct 31 ,2013 1:44 PM nla
Forms, contact information for courts, attorney search, court64 Oct 31, 2013 1:44 PM rules,
65 Oct 31 ,2013 1:44 PM Judge's calander
Schedule - information about assignments - Familiarize myself
Oct 31 ,2013 1:41 PM with judges - Rosters for upcoming assignments
Oct 31 ,2013 1:40 PM Opinions, court rules, court calendars
Oct 31, 2013 1:39 PM court rules and record searches
Oct 31, 2013 1:39 PM Judge's contact information.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM publications
Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM Travel, rosters
Oct 31 ,2013 1:38 PM court information, court rules, court decisions
Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM Various Information
Oct 31, 2013 1:37 PM Recent public announcements
Oct 31, 20131:36 PM na
Anything that may pertain to an appealthat I am responsable
Oct 31 ,2013 1:35 PM for handling.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:33 PM Browse to learn about the agency.
Oct 31 ,2013 1:32 PM Terms of Court, Orders, etc.
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey - Question 49
Do you have access to the internet at home or at another location other than work?
Answer Options
Yes
No
Response ResponsePorcnt Count
93.60lo 73
6.40/o 5
answered question 78
skipped question 19
Do you have access to the internet at home or at another location other than
work?
80
CPM New Hire Orientation Survey Question 50
Can you think of any other information/ideas not already
mentioned that would be helpful for a new employee to
knoWlearn during their first 6 months to a year of
employment?
Answer Options
answered question
skipped question
Number Response Date
Nov 13,20137:29PM
Nov 13,2013 7:05 PM
Nov 13, 20132:21PM
Nov 12, 2013 9:21 PM
Nov 12, 2013 8:01 PM
Nov 12, 2013 7:15 PM
Nov 12, 2013 6:54 PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:52PM
Nov 12, 2013 4:31 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:50 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:49 PM
Nov 12,20133:42PM
Nov 12,20133:42PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:39 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:34 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:33 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:32 PM
Nov 12,2013 3:31 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:29 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:25 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:23 PM
Nov 12, 2013 3:15 PM
Nov 6, 2013 4:32PM
Nov 4, 2013 7:36 PM
Nov 4, 2013 6:51 PM
Nov 4, 2013 3:44 PM
Nov 1, 2013 1:06 PM
Nov 1,2013 12:36 PM
Nov 1, 2013 2:39 AM
Oct 31, 2013 8:53 PM
Oct 31, 2013 8:10 PM
Oct 31, 2013 7:09 PM
Oct 31, 2013 6:33 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 5:52 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 5:51 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 4:55 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 4:43 PM
Oct 31 ,2013 3:58 PM
Response
Gount
78
Response Text Categories
none
not at the moment
no
No recommendations at this time.
nla
the ability to search unpublished opinions on sccourt.org
none
No
N/A
no
No.
?
No
No.
N/A
I can not.
none
No.
nla
no
no
No
nla
no
No
No.
none
Job retreat (day camp) to meet other employees & encourage
communication between branches of the Judicial Department
no
nla
No.
none
No
No
No
No.
We help each other.
Not at this time.
no
no
78
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
'17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
Oct 31 ,2013 3:22PM nla
Oct 31 ,2013 3:16 PM No.
Oct 31, 2013 3:00 PM IDK
Oct 31, 2013 3:00 PM encourage more communication
Oct 31 ,2013 2:58 PM no
Oct31,2013 2:51 PM no
Oct 31 ,2013 2:46 PM no
Oct 31, 2013 2:39 PM No
Oct 31 ,2013 2:35 PM No not right now.
Oct 31, 20132',24 PM none
Oct 31, 2O132:16 PM No
Oct 31, 2013 2:15 PM None
Oct 31 ,2013 2:09 PM No
Oct 31 ,2013 2:05 PM No.
Oct 31 ,2013 2:05 PM no
Oct 31, 2013 2:01 PM No
Oct 31, 20'132:01PM no
Oct 31, 20'132:01PM no
Oct 31 ,2013 1:55 PM No.
Oct 31 ,20131:55 PM No
Oct 31 ,2013 1:47 PM no
Oct 31 ,20131:46 PM no
Oct 31, 2013 1:44PM nla
Oct 31 ,20131:44 PM n/a
Oct 31 ,2013 1:44 PM no
Oct 31 ,20131:41 PM N/A
Oct 31 ,2013 1:40 PM No
Oct 31, 2013 1 :39 PM Nothing to add.
Oct 31, 20131:39 PM n/a
Oct 31, 20131:38 PM -
Oct 31, 20131:38 PM No
Oct 31 ,20131:38 PM No
Oct 31 ,2013 1:37 PM None
Oct 31 ,20131:37 PM No
Oct 31 ,20131:36 PM na
Oct 31 ,2013 1:35 PM None
Oct 31, 20131:33 PM no
Oct 31 ,20131:32 PM No.
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RESULTS
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,2014 Page 1
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Human Resources Summary Design Suruey I Coilect Responses j Anatyze Resutts
Overview
Recipients
Messages
Change Settings
Change Restrictions
Glose Collector Now
Overview
Recipients
Sent
Unresponded
Responded
Partial/Complete
Opted Out
Bounced
Unsent
ToTAL 40
40
lG'1dR"*i"der E atl
Messages
Drafts
Scheduled
In progress 0
Mailed 2
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rorAr 3
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018
22
o t22
0
0
I
https://www.surveymonkey.com/MyCollector_Detail.aspx?sm:BUsvjzM005p6J7k9Wol... ll27l20l4
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Suruey
Q1 You have been identified as the
supervisor of a new employee hired
between 2011-2013. How many new
employees have you hired during this time
pe riod?
Answered:22 Skipped:0
None
'"r
Morethan. I
20o/o 40Yo 80o/o 't00Yo
Answer Choices
Nlne
1-2
34
5-6
More than 6
Total
Responses
0o/o
45.45Vo
22.73o/"
13.640/o
18.1gyo
10
4
22
4 t4
O in"*"rctot"""
:tal"e lob 
webdte 
lNEoGov)
w1a of mouth/Refe1ll
ClubdAssociations
CollegedUn iversities
State j ob
website
(NEOGOV)
Word of
mouth/Referal
s
Clubs/Associa
tions
Colleges/Univ
ersities
Internal
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Q2 How do you routinely recruit applicants
for vacant positions in your area? Select all
that apply.
Answered: 22 Skipped: 0
OTo 20Yo 40o/o 60% 80o/o
Relporrses
59.09%
72.73o/o
;;;
27.27o/o
100%
13
16
*.;
o
Intemal
Total Responden&:22
t 27.27to
:
:- --"
1t1
CPM New Hire Orientration SupeMsor Survey
Q3 Prior to making a job offer to a new
employee, do you routinely conduct a
formal interview?
Answered: 22 Skipped:0
Ansrer Gholces
Ofter hlease speclfi
There are no rcsponses
111
No
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Q4 Prior to the first day on the job, do you
plan and prepare for a new employee's
arrival so that the employee arrives to an
organized and prepared workplace.
Answered: 22 Skipped: 0
0% 80o/o
Responses
'|000/o
0o/o
60%40%20Yo 100o/o
Answer Cholces
Yes
No
Total
I
zz
0
22
Comments
There are no responses
i
..... ,, 
-, :-
l
Date
1t1
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
ffiS Which of the following activities do you
routinely coordinate/complete prior to a
new employee's first day on the job. Select
all that apply.
Answe red: 22 $kipf,*d: S
Assign a
workstation
Order
furniture as
needed
Order office
supplies,
keys, name..,
Ensure email
set up (with
access or,,,
Ensure
telephone
with...
Gather v ital
reference
materials...
Acquire
building and
floor acce..,
Obtain items
with agency
logo or br...
Order any
other
equipment...
None ofthe
above
0Yo
Answer Ghoices
Assign a work$ation
E$ablish computer, networkand telephone access(includesset up of required software and hardware and networklogin)
Order fumiture as needed
Order office srpplies, keys, name plate, business cards
100%
Responses
90.91%
20
90.91%
20
63.64%
14
4s.45%
10
ttz
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Engrre email set up (with accessorpas*rord)
Enarre telephone with voicemail set up
72.73o/o
72.73To
Gather vital reference materials (i.e., phone director, organizational chart, $aff lid including new hire, other contact lidg
voicemail and email in$ructions)
Acquire building and floor access cards or security badge
Obtain itemswith agencylogo orbnand to give on firSdayaswelcome gift-a nice touch to saywe are glad you are herc and
you are a part of ourteam
Order any other equipment or tools new employee will need
None of the above
63.6,f%
18.18% 4
40.91o/o I
0%
0o/o
Tdal Responde6:22
Ofier(flea*c specin
Thiswasalready done orwasdone by court admindration.
Make $re security is prepared to give them the code to enter the Supreme Court Building
D.ts
111412014 5:52 PM
1l'1412014 5:36 PM
2t2
CPM New Hire Orientation SupeMsor Survey
of the following
activities do you
Send
welcome
eflail or
lefter to...
Provide at
least one
contact an,,.
Call the new
employee to
welcome hi,.,
Notify
co+orkers
and key...
None ofthe
above
0a/o
Answer Choices
!-end 
wel come e-m a i I or I ette r to em of ovee 
31," I io: otl"l'. 1l-""01"0,
Responses
45.45%
81.82o/o
i,s..ts"t"
68.18%
Provide at lead one contact and e_n.-couraS-e the new employee to ask quegions prior to dart date by emait o,r 
1no1e,
Call the new employee to welcome him or her a few days before the sart date. Remind him/her to bring completed paperwork
and identiflcatlon on lle flrd d1.1 and en*re he or*re knowswhere to park
Notify co-workers and key contacts of new hire Sart date.
create a Tlllil.lll-:"g:nl_'" *"l"ome satherins, or pick up a vnaf l oilt.
None of the above
""t
l
10
18
10
tc
0%0
oo/ 0
Q6 Prior to a new employee's first day on
the job, which
com m unication
coord:nate/complete? Select all that apply.
Answered: 22 Skipped: 0
20Yo
Total Respondents:22
#
1
2
I Other lplease sRecfft/)
. None
lhired someone who lhad worked with me priorto thisdate.
I Date
') tl'tStZO't+ 10:14 AM
-" - "f-..-
: 111412014 5:53 PM
1t2
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Sunrcy
2t2
CPM New Hire Orientation SupeMsor Suruey
Q7 Prior to first day on the job, which of the
following general support activities do you
coordinate/complete for your new
Ensure
employee is
scheduled ...
Schedule
times for the
new employ.,.
Create a
training
schedule f...
Assign a
mentor or a
buddy as a...
Gather j ob
specific
resource.,.
None ofthe
above.
80%60%0o/o
7
1
22
#
I
2
^
Other (please specifu)
The sjte wasonly allowing me to select one option. I would have selected the 1S and 2nd option.
item 7 would only allow selection of 1 choice.
Thisquedion will only allow me to elect one option.
The slrvey would not allow me to check more than one of the above. We do the fir$, second, third
and fifth option above.
It wouldn't allow me to select more than one, but I also gather job specific resource information.
employees? Select all that apply.
Answcrcd:22 Skipped:0
,,,. 
irf,.
r
|'|ffi
20To 40% 1 00%
Answer Choices
Enwre employee isscheduled for New Employee Orientation Session.
Schedule timesforthe new employee to meet with key staff members
Create a training schedule for new employee'sfir$ weekor longer.
Assign a mentor or a buddy as an immediate resource for any quedions and to help guide the employee's relation*rip building,
loowledge attainment, and problem solving.
Gather job specific resource information (i.e. job description, reference materials, manuals, etc.)
None of the above.
Total
Date
112212014 11:34 AM
112112014 4:1 1 PM
111512014 11:21 AM
111512014 10:14 AM
1114120'14 5:40 PM
Responses
18.18% 4
9.09% 2
13.64% 3
22.73% 5
3't.82%
4.55o/o
1t2
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
6 Would not allow multiple ans,verson thisque$ion. Could no select more than one ans/ver. 1t1412O145:39 PM
7 Can only select one. 1t14120145:31 PM
2t2
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
QB Did your new employee(s) attend new
hire orientation?
Answered:22 Skipped:0
100o/o80o/oAOYo20o/o0Yo 60Yo
Answer Chdoeg
22
22
111512014 10:19 AM
1t1
CPM New Hire Orientation SupeMsor Survey
Q9 Information provided during new hire
orientation (benefits, HR policies/payroll,
leave guidelines, travel guidelines and
computer training) is beneficial to my new
em ployee ?
Answered:22 Skipped:0
*r""f
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Sbongly
Agree
;
n"un", I
40loOo/o 2lo/o 60o/o 8Oo/o 1O0o/o
Strongly Agree
*-*--iil;;;--
."-"" 
-'--*T 
oano" - 
--
i.--.
14
Answ€r Cholces
Agree 31,82o/o 7
1
Disagree
Stongly Disagree
22
1t1
z4
o
7
B
I
10
11
12
13
14
1E
to
17
18
19
20
21
zz
CPM New Hire Orientation Superuisor Survey
Q10 In your opinion, what additional
information and/or activities not currently
provided in new hire orientation would be
beneficial for new employees to know?
Answered: 22 Skipped: 0
Responses
Aslwasnot actually involved in HRorientation, ldo not know. Employee seemed to have no
additional ouedions
I cannot thi nk of anv.
Should receive their badges 
ln 
New Emnloyee orientatiol,
nla
More computertraining would be helpful
none
not sire.
NA
I believe the orientation cunently provided is thorough and $fficient.
I will review orientation inf
More time needed for orientation
Itwould be helpful to have a li$of specific people theycan contactwith que$ions
When you referto new hire orientation, I ans,vered in regardsto what'sdone in ourpersonnel
department. Can't thinkof any additional thingsto add.
Verydrong emphasison representing the Supreme Court in a professional manner, both in office
and in personal life. Very $rong emphasis on protecting Court resources (for in$ance, laptop
computers) and also not releasing contllentlal information.
Information on organizational Sructure of the agency, agency goals, mission, tour of Calhoun and
Supreme Courts
N/A
Not slrc | can think of any omissions in our hiring process
None
Not aware of any.
I am not aware of any at this time. lt appears to be very thorough.
Everything well covered
May want to include introduction of and commentsfrom new Security Architect, Joel Hilke in
orientations
Date
1122120'14 5:36 PM
1122120'14 4:44 PM
112212014 11:36 AM
112212014 1 l:02 AM
112212014 9:16 AM
112212014 9:13 AM
112112014 4:12 PM
111712014 9:37 AM
111512014 9:44 PM
111512014 4:28 PM
111512014 1 :18 PM
111512014 11:22 AM
111512014 10:19 AM
1t15t2O'148:53 AM
111512014 8:52 AM
1t14tt2014 B:49 PM
111412014 7:26 PM
1114120'14 5:54 PM
1l'1412014 5:41 PM
111412014 5:4'l PM
1l'14120'14 5:40 PM
1l'1412014 5:34 PM
1t1
employees on their first day on the job?
Select all that apply.
Answered: 22 Skipped: 0
Ensure
superv isor or
designated.,.
Introduce
new
employee
to mentor
Goordinate a
site/office
tour...
Meet with
emplolree to
discuss jo,.,
Review
training
schedule f,..
Review and
explain
on-line...
Coordinate
basic
telephone ...
Prov ide
employee
with
a list of,..
Review basic
guidelines
(i.e.,secu...
None ofthe
above
20o/o
Answer Choices
!ns:re 
zupervisor or designated staff member is presenl 
10 greet 
the new employee
ffiI
CPM New Hire Orientation SupeMsor Survey
Q11 Which of the following activities do
you routinely complete with new
R1;oonses
81.82%
{a
1t2
60% 80% 100o/o
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Introduce new employee to Saff and team memberdco-worlcrs (or anange a snall gathering to welcome lhe new employee
with a cake orotherfood items)
Introduce new employee to mentor
81.82%
Introduce new employee to executive team, if available
40.91o/o
31.82o/"
;;:.;ii:i.
17Coordinate a site/office tour(including copy machine, mail room, employee mailboxes, lunch room, and rcdrooms)
Accompany new employee to lunch (or anange a group of $aff members to have lunch together)
Meet with employee to disuss job demription, respondbilitiesi and initial expectations
18.18%
77.27o/o
4
17
Review training schedule for at lea$ fird week 36.36% 8
Review and explain on-{ine resources
Coordinate basic telephone and computer indruction
Tale employee to New Employee Orientation Session
Prcvide employee with a lid of local redaurants for easy lunch options
Reviewbadc guidelines(i.e.,security, parking, dresscode, office and workhours, lunch and breaktimeq $pplies,
pri nter/copi erlfax, $i ppi ng and recei vi n g, local amen iti es)
None of the above
63.6,f%
31.82o/o 7
14
13.640/o 3
Tirtsl Respondents:22
1l'l5l2O'14 10:20 AM
111412014 5:45 PMSome of these activitiesldo on the second day, grch asdiscussjob description, respondbilities
and i niti al expectations and revi ew on-l i ne resou rces.
2t2
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
QlX To assist your new employee with
integration into the agency and work
environment, which of the following
activities do you routinely complete during
the employee's first two weeks on the job?
Select all that apply.
Ansniercd:?2 Skipped:0
Ensure work
assignments
are ready...
Rev iew
agency
organizati...
Prov ide
overv iew of
department...
Review other
departments'
overall...
Ensure
employee
understand.,.
Share
unwriften
rules,,..
Assist
employees in
developing...
Meet with
employee to
establish...
Meet with
employee and
create a..,
None of the
above
OTo 20% 40% 6jYo
Answer Choices
En$re workassignmentsare readyforthe employee so that he orshe can feel productive immediately
Review agency organizational dructure, leaderslrip, valueg goalq $rategic plan
Provide overview of department functions and team member responsibilities
Review other departments overall functions and highlight intemal cuSomers
Ensrre employee underdands how his or her role fits with the goals of the agency
80% 100%
Responses
8',t.82% 18
31.82% 7
54.55% 12
27.27% 6
63.64% 14
112
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
9.09% 2Schedule meetingswith daff membersfrom outdde employee'steam orworkgroup to give employee view of whole
organization
Share unwitten rules, nuanceg and tranditionswith employee (sJch ascasral Friday)
Asdst employees in developing their own intemal networlG
Meet with employee to e$abli$ goals and job expectations
Meet with employee and create a development plan to insrre acquidion of needed job specific slillsand howledge
None ofthe above
TotalRorpnderils: 22
18..t8% 4
68.18% 15
13.610/0
0%0
2t2
CPM New Hire Orientation Superuisor Survey
Q13 Before the end of their first 90 days on
the job, how often would you say you meet
with your new employee(s) to review their
progress/pe rformance, discuss any
concerns or issues the employee has or to
identify any additional systems or job
specific training needed?
Answered:22 Skipped:0
60%0To 20% 40o/o B0% 100o/o
Date
112112014 4:23 PM
111512014 4:31 PM
111412014 5:45 PM
Answer Choices
Daily
Weetdy
Bi-Weetdy
Monthly
Only meet as is$es arise
None
Total
Responses
27.27o/o
18.18o/o
13.640/o
9.09%
27.27o/o
4.55%
Other (please speciff)
I am generally in contact with $aff almod daily with and if I am not, the primary srpervisorworks
closely with new $aff on a daily basis
As needed
This is cunently more of an informal process, but we could benefit from adding more Sructure.
6
t
t)
1
22
#
1
z
J
weekrvl
Bi-Weekly
Monthly
Only meet as
issues arise
None
1t2
CPM New Hire Orientation SupeMsor Survey
ztz
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Q14 What type of training do you routinely
provide to your new employee(e) within
their first year of employment? Select all
that apply.
Answered: 22 Skipped: 0
On the job
training
Formal
classroom/ins
tructor 1e,,.
Conferences/w
ebinars
Professional i.... i
development i 
Itraining I ;
a
ttone :
0o/o
Answer Ghoices
On the job training
Agency sponsored training
Formal classrooml nsiructor led trai ni ng
Conferencedwebinars
Trailing on W$3m.1and Rrocesses
Professional development trai ning
20% 4Oo/o B0%
{ '"'-I Responses
..t.-.........- ............--..... ..... .
i rooy"
I
't-
40.91%
13.640/"
ii'.t',v"
4O.91o/"
18.18%
60% 100o/o
22
4
;
;
0None
Totaf Respondenb:22
0o/o
L
#
'l
1
1 Other (please speclfy) i Oate
' 1121120'14 4:23 PM
'
i lNtemal training on intemal policiesand procedures
1t1
#1
2
4
8
o
10
11
12
16
17
18
10
20
2'l
22
13
14
15
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Suruey
Q15 Other than new hire orientation andjob specific training, what other training
would be helpful to a new employee during
their first year of employment with SCJD?
Answered: 22 Skipped: 0
Responses
None lcown at thistime.
I cannot thinkof any othertraining that would be helpful.
Covering Agency policy but I believe that'scovered in orientation. There'salso the SANS security
training for all users
nla
None
none
more formal computer training would be good.
na
I do not loow.
srpervisor training if applicable
none
Itwould be helpful forpeople in myarea to gettraining in cudomerservice and howto deal with
difficult people.
Not s|.|re
ConferenceJseminars related to their job
Training on gructure of agency, itsmission, goalsand $rategic plan. Training would also depend
on the responsibility of the position.
Training for law cler*s is sJfficient.
Professionalisrn isa skill lwould like formyemployeesto develop.
Not applicable
Posdbly training on confidentiality since that is an important part of mo$ jobs with the Judicial
Department.
Professional development
None
Not gtre
Date
112212014 5:38 PM
1l22l2o'14 4:47 PM
ItZZttZ:O,l11 1:46 AM
112212014 1 1:04 AM
ti,tz,z,ziti srti eu
112212014 9:14 AM
112112014 4:23 PM
111712014 9:39 AM
1nst2;'t49:47 PM
1115120'14 4:31 PM
1l'1512014'l:20 PM
111512014 11:26 AM
1t15t201410:21 AM
111512014 9:07 AM
111512014 8:57 AM
111412014 8:51 PM
tritriolr-z.zg ii
111412014 5:56 PM
1114t1201t4 5:47 PM
1114l2O'14 5:45 PM
1114t2O145:44 PM
111412014 5:42 PM
1t1
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Q{6 On averagen how long does it take
your new employee (s) to become
productive in their job?
Answered:22 Skipped:0
2weeksn
I Month
2 to 3 months
4 to 6 months
More than 6
months
Answer Chdces
40o/o0o/o 20lo 60% 8oo/o 100o/o
Responses
2 weeks
1 Month i 31.82o/o
i 13.640/0 32 lo 3.months 
I -
4 to 6 months i 18.1so/o 4
More than 6 months
(fleaee cpeclfy)
than fourweeks 112212014 11:47 AM
on level of incoming howledge 1l'1512014 4:33 PM
Thisvaries Becoming fully production in CMS sJpport could require up to 6 months 111412014 5:56 PM
1t1
*I
2
4
6
8
o
20
21
22
10
11
't2
13
14
CPM New Hire Orientation SupeMsor Survey
Q17 In your opinion, what additional
activities/train i n g/inform ation cou ld be
offered to help your new employee(s) be
productive in the shortest period of time?
Answered:22 Skipped:0
Responses
None known at thistime.
I am unaware of anything else thal woul_d be helnful in this regard.
No recommendations at this point,
nla
None
none
i think it is job specific.
na
My employees are productive relatively quicldy. Of course, there is a leaming curve and the
employee will become more productive overtime. lbelieve myemployeesare sfficientlytrained.
organized training, written desk procedures, if applicable
none
At thistime lfeel ourtraining processwould only be benefitted by being able to give ourtrainors
more time to devote to training. Cunently our trainors have to complete their own work as well a
train, which can take up quite a bit of time.
Preparation in advance of employment
Personnel to be more involved with periodic performance reviews Supervisor/management
training offered by Personnel.
Maybe crosstraining in otherworkareasto see howthe workflowsand how positionsand
departments may work together.
N/A
Not sre. We mu$ train ouremployeesfrom the ground up and teach them the appellate process
on the job.
None
Not slre 
-Cu$omer base consi$s of SCJD employees and county employees Mo$ of the activitieS
particularly CMS s:pport, requireson the job training and observation.
There are no activitiesthat lcan thinkof.
Not $re what else could be done. Just takestime and exoerience.
Not grre
Date
1122120'14 5:38 PM
1122t20144:48 PM
112212014 11:47 AM
112212'3141 1 :04 AM
1122120'14 9:20 AM
112212014 9:15 AM
1 121 12014 4:24 PM
111712014 9:39 AM
111512014 9:49 PM
111512014 4:33 PM
1l'1512014 1:21 PM
11151201411:2BAM
111512014 10:22 AM
111512014 9:13 AM
111512014 8:59 AM
L tlq,tZOr4 8,52 P'i
111412014 7:31 PM
1114120'14 5:58 PM
111412014 5:56 PM
111412014 5:47 PM
111412014 5:45 PM
111412014 5:43 PM
to
17
18
19
1t1
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Ql8 As a supervisor of a new employee, I
have the necessary information, support
and guidence needed to make my
employee's first year of work successful.
Answered:22 Skipped:0
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Neufal
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
I
0o/o 20o/o 4oo/o SOlo ''000/o
Arswer Choices
60%
Responses
Strongly Agree
Disagree
Strcngly Disagree
I
I Olhcr (fleac. specify)
'I Even though my employee and I started at the same time, we had been provided the information
i which \,\,e needed to malo the trandtion into our jobs productive.
.r.-_-****'^-_-***
111412014 5:58 PM
1t1
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Q19 How useful do you think a New
Em ployee Onboardi ng/Supe rv isor
Ghecklist would be to you in planning and
preparing for a new employee's arrival
through their first six months to a year on
the job?
Answered:22 Skipped:0
Extremely
Useful
Somewhat
Useful
Neutral
Not Very
Useful
ffiI
Responses
36.36%
31.82%
13.64%
13.64%
4.55o/o
Other (please specify)
Not srre that "one dze fits all", but could serve as a reminder of the activities that $ould be
accomplished with the new employee within that timeframe.
notusenrr I
60%40o/o 80o/o 100%
Date
111412014 6:07 PM
Answer Ghoices
Extremely Useful
Somewhat Useful
Neutral
Not Very Useful
Not Useful
Total
e
7
I
22
1t1
#1
2
4
6
8
o
't0
19
2'l
't1
12
13
14
'16
17
'18
CPM New Hire Orientation Supervisor Survey
Q20 What recommendations can you offer
to assist in the development of a
comprehensive new hire orientation on-
boarding program for new employees?
Answered: 22 Skipped: 0
Responses
None.
I have no recommendationsto make.
No recommendations at tne moment.
nta
None
none
need to give it some thought.
ttone...l am very fortunate to work with a wodnerful HR team that provides guidence when needed
I will let you know if I think of recommendations
provide an assigned mentor. allow employee to sit others in the division to orientate new employee
to co-workers duties
none
Fir$, please don't title it onboarding. That makes it sound like torture. My recommendation isto
give everyone a li$ of key people in finance and personnel who are the go to people forany
que$ions
I think this sirvey was useful
It might be helpful to form a committee of s:pervisordnew employeesto develop a plan. lt might
also be helpful to inquire about what other agencies or companies have in place. For in$ance,
SCANA Corp. hassome verygood proceduresin place to ensrre that hiring processand employee
development are effective.
Provide information on the agency asa whole, get departmentsinvolved in the orientation process,
ensrre new hiresget to meet with executive management
I am cunently satiSied.
I would appreciate $ggesionsand guidelinesfor acclimating new employees
Think like the new employee 
- 
what does he/*re need to lcrow 
- 
perhaps this is the place for the
overall goals and objectives of the agency as a whole, the organizational chart for the agency, and
a brief description of the mission and responsibilities of each division. Thiswould ensure that all
new employees are getting the overview of the agency and the $pervisor can focus on the
employee's division and department.
None
I do not have anv recommendationsat thistime.
None
None
Date
1t22t2014
1t22t2014
1t2212014
1t2:2t2014
1t22t2014
1t22t2014
1t21t2014
1t't7 t2014
1t15t2014
1t't5t2014
111512014
1t15t2014
1t15t2014
1t15t2014
1t14t2014
1t14t2014
1t14t2014
1t't4t2014
5:38 PM
4:50 PM
11:50 AM
1'l :04 AM
9:20 AM
9:15 AM
4'.24 PM
9:42 AM
9:51 PM
4:36 PM
1:21 PM
11:33 AM
10:22 AM
9:20 AM
. 111512014 9:02 AM
111412014 B:52 PM
1l'1412O14 7:31 PM
111412014 6:07 PM
5:59 PM
5:48 PM
5:45 PM
5:43 PM
1t1
tAPPENDIX E
SAMPLE NEW HIRE ORIENTATION AGENDA
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,2074 Page 7
SOUTH CAROLINA JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT
NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
Morning Welcome & Overview 
- 
Human Resources
. Icebreaker and Introductions
o Overview of orientation/onboarding program
SCJD Overview 
- 
Human Resources/Deparlment Representative
r Agency History/Organization Structure
e Directory of Programs (Brief DeparlmentalOverviews)
r Employee Directory
SCJD Policies and Procedures.Overviews 
- 
Human Resources
e Policies
o Leave Guidelines
. SCEIS
. SecuriU/EvacuationPlan
. Web site and Intranet Resources
o Payroll Information
o Contact Numbers
Break
Mid-Morning Public Employee Benefit Authority (PEBA) 
- 
Human Resources
r South Carolina Retirement Systems (SCRS)
. Employee Insurance Program (EIP)
. Additional Employee BJnefit orogrum
Noon Lunch
Afternoon Travel 
- 
Finance
. Travel Guidelines and User Instructions
Telephone and Voicemail Oveniew 
- 
IT Staff
o User instructions/features of telephone
o Voicemail overview
Information Technology Overview 
- 
IT Staff
r ComputerTraining/Security
o Internet, Intranet and email review
Wrap-up/ Adjourn 
- 
Human Resources
. Guided Tour of Calhoun Building and Supreme Court
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,2074 Page 2
APPENDD( F'
SAMPLE ONBOARDING CHECKLISTS
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,2074 Page 7
Supervisor's Checklist
Preparing for New Employee's First Day
Employee Name Department
_Complete New Employee Checklist
Assign employee workstation
_Assign employee a mentor or buddy
Establish computero network and telephone access (set-up of required hardware/software)
Ensure email set-up (with access or password)
-EnsuretelephonewithvoicemaiIset-up,ifapplicable
-Order 
office supplies, keys, name plate, business
_Order office furniture or any other equipment or tools as needed
Acquire building and floor access cards or security badge
Gather vital reference materials (phone director, organization chart, staff listing, and voicemail
instructions)
Create list of job and department,specific learning activities
Create first week training schedule
Notify department and key staff members of new employee's start date
Call and welcome the new employee
f S"n.*isor's Signature
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,201-4
Date
Page 2
Supervisor's Checklist
New Employee's First Day
Employee Name Department
Ensure supervisor or designated staff member is present to greet new employee
_Introduce new employee to staff and team members
Introduce new employee to mentor
Coordinate a site/office tour (including copy machine, mail room, employee mailboxes, break room
and restroom
Take employee to orientation session
Accompany new employee to lunch (or arrange a group of staff,members to have lunch together)
Meet with employee to discuss job description, resporrrinititie, of fositions, initial expectations
Review training schedule for at least first week
Acquire building and floor access cards or security badge
_Review basic guidelines (securif, emergency procedures, parkingo dress code, office and work
hours, lunch and break times, supplies, printerlcopier/fax, shipping and receiving, local amenities)
-Coordinate 
basic telephone and computer instruction
_Introduce new employee to executive team, if available
_Obtain garage or surface lot parking decal
I S,rn.*isor's Signature
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,2014
Date
Page 3
Supervisor's Checklist
New Employee's First Week
f Son.*isor's Signature
Employee Name
Check in often with the new employee, don't wait for
Create opportunities for employee to interact with
Begin inviting new employee to key meetings
Schedule one-on-one meetings for new hire
working closely with.
Invite new employee to join you for
employee's contributions will be
Department
come to you
and understand agenry culture
colleagues he/she will be
members and reinforce message new
Gncounter and how to overcome them
O-aonduct 
first w-eek
Discuss process for
Review
Discuss
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,2014
Date
Page 4
Supervisor's Checklist
New Employee's First Three Months
Employee Name Department
_Check in often with the new employee, don't wait for employee to come to you, encourage employee
to share any frustrations
Review agency mission, vision and values
Introduce or review new initiatives for the department or office to get employee engaged
Discuss j ob-related successes
Complete informal performance review
Identify required or optional training and development programs to complete
Have employee complete onboarding survey
Review goals, objectives and work plans
_Identify cross-trainin g opportunities
Supervisor's Signature
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,20L4
Date
Page 5
Supervisor's Checklist
New Employee's First Six Months
Employee Name Department
_Check in often with the new employeeo don't wait for employee to come to you, encourage employee
to share any frustrations
Review agency mission, vision and values
Introduce or review new initiatives for the department or office to get employee engaged
Discuss job-related successes
.:
Complete informal performance review
Identiff required or optional training and development programs to complete
Have employee complete onboarding survey
Review goals, objectives and work;,plans
Identiff cross-training opportuniiies
Review agency policies and procedures
I S,tp.*isor's Signature
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,2014
Date
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APPENDIX G
SAMPLE NEW HIRE ONBOARDING INFORMATION
PACKET
Georgette P. Rivers February 3,2074 Page 1
APPEN DIX G
SAMPLE EMAIL
Hello (lnsert Name):
This is a reminder that your orientation date is scheduled for (lnsert Date) at (lnsert Time). Please be
here promptly at (lnsert Time). Our office is located on the first floor of the Calhoun Building (Suite
10L), which is located on the State House grounds. The exact address for GPS purposes is 1015 Sumter
Street, Columbia, SC 2920L You are to report to the Security Guard Station, which is located at the
Main Entrance of the Calhoun Building (the main entrance faces Sumter Street) where a representative
from Human Resources will come escort you to the 1't floor conference room where orientation will be
held. You may park in one of the available metered parking spaces on either Sumter or Senate Street.
Please print a copy of the attached parking pass and place it on the front, left dashboard of your car so
that you will not have to pay for parking.
For employment purposes and to add I have attached employment forms that must
be completed.
The following forms can be returned at your orientation on (lnsert Date). Page l- is the l-9 form to
establish your citizenship to work in the U.S. Please complete all of Section L through the signature and
date lines. Paee 2 contains the required documents you can select from to support the l-9
document. Paee 3 (Federal withholdine) and Pase 4 (State withholdine) should be completed through
the signature and date lines. Page 5 is for direct deposit. lf you wish to enroll in direct deposit, please
complete the enrollment form and attach a voided check to the form.
In addition to the attached employment forms, please remember to bring the following documents with
you:
a
a
Documents to complete the required l-9 form, which establishes your identity and
employment authorization (i.e. passport, drivers' license, government-issued picture
lD, voter's registration card, birth certificate, social security card, etc.).
Bring your Social Security Card for payroll verification.
Bring identification information for any beneficiaries you will designate; required
information includes full name, date of birth and social security number.
lf you will be covering your spouse on your insurance, bring a copy of your marriage
certificate or page 1 of your federal tax return with financial information marked
out.
r lf you will be covering your children on your insurance, bring their birth certificate
(long form).
In preparation for your orientation, the following information is being provided so that you can review
the state insurance benefits and the state retirement programs prior to the day of orientation.
This link, http://www.eip.sc.eov/ba/presentations/orientation 20L3lindex.html, is to PEBA's interactive
Insurance Orientation Presentation. This presentation goes over the rules and eligibility and the various
insurance plans that you will be able to enroll in as a state employee.
This link, http://www.eip.sc.gov/ba/publications/Orientation 20L3 PPT Final BW.pdf, is a printed copy
of the Insurance Orientation Presentation.
This link, http://www.eip.sc.eov/publications/2013 comparison chart.pdf?ts=-85070702, gives you a
comparison of the health plan benefits offered that you can select from.
This link, http://www.eip.sc.sov/publications/State Vision Plan Benefits.pdf?ts=-85070702, gives you
information and rates for the Vision Care Plan.
This link, http://www.eip.sc.eov/pu blications/State%20Health%20Plan%20-%202013.pdf?ts=-
1343662446, is to the Insurance Benefits Guide (lBG). The IBG provides detailed information on all the
insurance plans offered through the state: health, dental, life insurance, long-term disability, money
plus, COBRA, retiree insurance, etc. The links listed above are all covered in detail in the lBG.
This link, http://www.retirement.sc.gov/newhires/default.htm, is to the Retirement System's New
Employee Resource Center. Here you will find detailed information on the retirement plans offered to
state employees. ln your position, you have the option of enrolling in SCRS or an ORP. Also included here
is a video presentation on the retirement options for new employees.
I encourage you to take a moment to review this information prior to your orientation. I hope the above
information will be useful in helping you to make decisions about your insurance and retirement.
Should you have any questions before your scheduled orientation, please feel free to contact Human
Resources at 803-734-1970.
SOUTH CAROLINA JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SHEET
APPENDIX G
NAME:
(FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL, LAST)
SSN: DATE OF BIRTH:
(mm/dd/vvw)
PHYSICAL ADDRESS OF RE,SIDENCE
(Address)
(Address)
(City. State, Zip Code) (County)
(Home Phone-including area code) (Cell Phone-including area code-optional)
MAILING ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE)
(Address)
(Address)
(City, State. Zip Code) (County)
EMERGENCY CONTACT (PHYSICAL ADDRESS OF RESIDENCE)
0lame) (Relationship)
(Address)
(Ciry, Smte, Zip Code) (County)
(Home Phone-including area code) (l4tork and/or Cell Phone-including area code)
E mp loyee Signature (Typed) Dute
Note: Typed name above will serve as electronic signature.
SCf D Employee Information Sheet Revised 0I/t0 /L4 Page 1
Oo
APPENDIX G 
CITY OF COLUMBIA PARKING DASH PASS
SC JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF FINANCE & PERSONNEL
NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION PASS
THIS PASS IS GOOD ONLY AT METERS ON
11OO SUMTER STREET & 13OO SENATE STREET
8:30am 
- 
5:00pm
@Nffi-WMW @SffiVAM@aW@AWg
We Are Columbio
Approved by SK Smith, COC Parking Services
APPENDIX G
Employrnent Eligibility Verilication
Department of Homeland Securlty
ILS. Citizenship and Immigation Selices
uscls
Form I-9
OMB No. 16154047
Expires 03/3 l/2016
>START HERE. Read inslnrctlonE carefully before compteilng this fonn ThB iltsttrctlons ffust be avallable durlng completlon of thls form,
ANTI-DlscRtMlNATlOl{ NOTICE: lt is illegal to discriminate agalnst work.authofzed individuals. Employets CANNOT speclff whlch
document(s) thoy will accopt lrom an employee, The refusal to hlre an Indlvldual because the documentalion presented has a future
expiralion date rnay also cgnstiiute itlegal discrimination.
conneation with the completion of thls fortn.
I attest under pettalty of perlury, that I am (check one of the following):
f] A citizen of the United States
I A nonoitken natlona] of the United States (See instruotions)
I A lawful permaneilt resideni (Alien Registnaiion Number/USCIS Number):
lll An allen authodzed to work until(expiralion date, if applicabie, mm/ddiyyyy) . Some aliens maywrite ''ltUA'ln lhls fleld,
(See rnsfrucfionsJ
For allens authdrized to wwk, provide your Alien Reglstration Number/lJSClS Number OR Forn I-94 Admission Nunber;
{. Allen Registration NumberlUS0lS Number:
3-D Barcode
Do Not Write in This SpaceOR
2. Form l-94 Admission Number:
lf you obtalned your admlsslon number frorn CBP In connection wlth your ardval in the Unlted
Stales, includo the foltowlng;
Forelgn Passport Numberi
Country of lssuance;
n
Sorne allens may wrlte "N/A" on the Foreign Passport Number and Country of lssuance fields, (Seo instrucllonsl
slgnature Df Employee; Dato (mn/dd/yyyy):
Prepardr andlor Trbnslator Certific atilon (To be completed and signed if Sectlon l ls prepardd hy a person othei than the
employee,)
I attest, under penalty of perJurg that I hqvs assleted in tho eompletion of this form and that to the best of my knowledge the
information ls true and correct
Sectiiltt {, Eihploieei'lnformatlon and lttte$tatlon (Employees nust completa and slgn Secf/on I of Form l'9 no later
than the ftiSt ddy of ernploymerrt, but not bcfore acceptlng a iob offer.)
Last. Name (Fam lly N am o) Flrst Name (Giren Name) Mlddle Inlllal Olher Names Used (lf any)
Address (Slroel Nurrrerand Nane) Apt. Number Clty or Town State Zip Code
Date of Birth (mnlddlyyw) U.S. Soclal Soourily Number E-mail Addross folephone Number
LLil'L|'l-ri-il
I am aware that fetleral law providos for imprisonment and/or firtes for falso statements or use of falee documents in
Slgnaturo of Preparer or TrEnelatori Date (nm/dd/yyw):
Last Name (Family Nane) Fhsl Name (Given NameJ
Address (slreet Number and Narne) City orTown Slale Zip Code
Foml'9 03/08/13 N
Emptoy er Cgnplites Next Page
Page 7 of9
LISTS OF ACCEPTABLD DOCUMENTS
All documents must be unexpired
LISTB LISTCLIST A
Documents that Dstsblistr Bofh Ilocumeuts that f,stabllsb Dosuments that Establlsh
Idontity and Employmeut ldontity Employment Authorization
Authorizntiorr OR AND
l. U.S. Passport or U.S. Passport Card Dt'iver's license or ID card isstrcd by
a State or outlying possession ofthe
Unhed SJates provided it conlains a
photograph ot information such as
nanro, date of birth, gender', lreight,
eye color; and address
1, Social Security Accounl Number
card other lhan one that specifies
olr the faso that the issuanoe ofthe
card does not aulholize
employment in lhe United States2. Pelmanent Resident Cad or Alien
Registration Rcceipt Card (Forn
r-5s i)
2. Certifioation ofBirth Ahroad
issued lry the Dipariment of State
(Foun FS-545)3. Fotolgn passport that contains a
temporary I-551 stamp or temporary
I-551 printed notation on amaohine^
roadable immigrant visa
2, ID card lssued by federal, stateor'
local government agencies or
entitics, proyidcd it contalns a
photogtaph or information sush Rs
name, date of birth, gendel height,
eyo color, and address . 3. Cedifiontion ofRepott of Bifih
issued by the Department pf Stato
(Forn DS.l350)4. Employment Autholization Document
that contahts a photoglaph fForm
r-766)
3, School ID card with a photograph
4. Voter's registration card 4. Original or certified copy of birth
cedificate issued by a State,
oounty, municipal autholity, or
toritory ofthe United States
boaring an offioial seal
5, In the case of a nonimmigrant alisn
authorized to work for a speoific
employer incident to slatus, a foreign
passport with Fonn I-94 ot Form
I-94A bearing the samo name as the
passpor't and containjng an
endorsement of the alien's
nonimmigrant statlrs, as long as the
period ofendotsement has not yet
expired and tho ploposod
employment is not in conflict with
any rcstrictiorrs or limitations
"r identified on thc fornr
5. U,S. Military cald or draft reoord
6. Military dependcnt's ID card
7. U,S. Const Gunrd Merohant Malinel
Card
5. Native Amorican tribal dooument
8. Nqtive Arnerioan h'ibal dooument
6. U,S. Citizen ID Card (Forn I-197)9, Driver's licease issued by a Canadian
gove$ment authority
For pcrsans under ago 18 who
are unnble to prcsent a
document listed nbove:
7. Identifioation Card for Use of
Resident Citizen in the United
Sfates (Form l-179)6. Passport fiom the Fedoraled Stales of
Mioronesia (FSM) or the Republic of
the Marshall Islands (RMI) witlt
Form I-94 or Form I-94A indicating
nonimnr igrant admission under' lhe
Compaot of Free Assoojation
Between the United Ststes and the
FSMoTRMI
10, Sahool record orrepoft oard 8. Ernployment authorization
document issued by the
Departnrent of Horneland Security11. Clinic, doctor', or hospital reconl
12, Day-car;e ot nrusery school record
Illustrations of many of these documents appear in Part 8 of the Handbooh for Employers (M'274)
' Form I-9 (Rev. 08i07109) Y Pago 5
,.- illl'4
Dopartmen! ot lhB T(€[6ury
lnlomal Bovdnue
Yourllrst nams and mlddle Inltlal
streel or rural
or town, atate,
form ls not valid unless you slgn lt,) >
nams and (Employer: Complete llnes B and 10 or{y
Fof Privaoy Aal and Paperwortr Beduction Aot Notlos, $ee pags 2.
5 Totql number of allowances you are clalmhrg (frorn llrro H above or from the apptlcable worksheet on page 2)
0 Addltional amount, if any, 1,ou want withheld from each paycheck
7 | cf airn exernptlon from wlthholdlngtor 2014, and I oertify that I meet boih of the fqllowhg conditions for exemplion,
. Last ysar I had a rfght to a refund of all federal Inoome lax wlthheld because I had no tax llebillly, and
r This year I axpeci a refund of all federal Incoms tax wlthhel<l because I expeci to have no tax llabllj
meet bolh cbndltions, write
of perjury, I declare that I have sxaminad this oertlflcate and, to tho besl of my knowledge and
-------- Separate her€ and give Form W-4 10 your employer. Kesp the top part for your records. .
Employee's Withholdlng Atrlowancs Certificate
F Whetheryou are onlttled to olalm a consln number of allowinces or exemption from wlthholrtlrrg ls
subjeot to revlew by lhe lR6. Yotrr emFloyer mgy bq rsguirod to sBn{ a ooiy of thls torm to ths lRS,
Nonrvage income, ll you have a largs amount of .
nonwaqo income, 6lrch as inlerosl or divH€nds,
consldEr makhg'eetlmated tox pqymont6 uBlng-Form
1040-E8, Eetimated Tar for lndivlduals, Other,viss, you
rnay owe addlllohal lax, lf you havo penslon or annulty
llncome, see Pub. 5C)5 to llnd out It you should sdjusl
your ivilhholdlng on Forrn W.4 orW-4P,
Two earnsrs ol multlpls lob€, ll you harrea
workir\q spouse or more lhao one lob, tlgurs lhe
10tal numberol allowances vou are entllled lo clalm :
on al) jobs uslng wotkslreek; frDm only one Form
w-4. Your withhoJding usually wiil bo most accurate
when all allowance8 aro olaimed on the Fofm W-4
for thci hlghest paylng job and zero allowancos oro
clalrned on th€ others. 9os Pub. 505 fot dot€ils,
Nonresident allen lI yorL are a nonresldent alion,
see Notlce 1892, Supplamontal Form W-4
Inslruotlons for Nonresldent Aliens, bofor8
completlng thls form,
Check yoqr wlthholdng, After yaur Form W-4 [ekes .
stfeot; ugo Pub.60g to soe how the arnount vou are
having wlthheld compares to your proloc(od iotal lax
For 2014, Seo Pub. 506. esDecfally lf vour earninqs
exceed $1 30,000 (Slnsie) dr$1 S0,000 (Manied),-
Form W-4 eaL4) Tho sxcoptlons d0 not apply to 6uppl6ment4J wag€sg.cdtel than $1,000,000.
Baslo lnslruotiong, If you sre not sx6mpt, complelo
the PersonalAllowances WorlGh€et balow. Tho
wo*shosls Dn pago 2 furthor adiuEt your
wlthholdlog allowancee based on ltemlzed
doduoilons, certain oredils, adjustmenls lo inGome,
or two-oamerc/multlplo lobs sltuqtrons.
Complete all lvorksh€ets lhat apply, I lowevor, yov
may clalm {6ryer (or zefo) allowanc€s, For regular
wagae, wlthholdlng must be based on allov/ances
you clalmod and may not bb a tlal amount or
percentdgc of 
'vages.Head of housshold. Genemlly, you oan ohlm head
of househqld fillng status on your lax r€turh only lf
vou ale unrnarrled ahd pay more lhan 50% of lhe
bosts ot l(eeplno uo a hbme Jor voursalt and vour
dependent(s) oiothor quall$hg-lndlvlduats. See
Pub, 50'1, Exemptlone. SlEndsrd Deduotion, and
Fllft rg Joformatlon, lor lnfomallon,
Tax stedlts, You can la,(o prol€clod lax cr€dits lnlo account
ln tlgudng your allowable numbs of withlnlding allowenroB,
Oedils lorchlld qr dopondont caro qxpcmcs and tho ohild
lax or€dll may be alalmod u0lng lhs PeIsoftalAllowences
Workslleetbelow. See Pub,505 for informalion on
convcdlng your othar crodlls Inlo v/lthholdlng allowan0Bs.
Purposa. Complele Form W-4 so that your enrulover
can wllhhold ttio correot lqdoral lncorn6 tax tmm vbur
pay, Coneldor completlng a hew Fonn W.4 each year.
and whsn your personal or linancial sliuollon changss.
Exempllon fyom wfthholding. lf you aro oxempl,
complelo only llnos 1 , 2, 3. 4, and 7 qnd slgn lhe form
lo valdate lt, Your exsmptlon for 2014 explrss
February 17, 2015. S€e Pub. 505, Tax \Mihholdlng
and Estmated Tsx.
Noto, lt anoth€I petson oan olalm you qo I dep€ndsnt
on bie or her tax relurn, you connot claim exemptlon
trom wllhholdlng lfyour incomo exceeds $1,000 ond
inclsdes moro than $360 of unoarned Inoorne (for
€xample, hterest qrd dlvldFrld$).
Excepfions, An employao may be abl€ to olaim
oxemptlon fta.n wlthholdlng even it lhe employoo is a
qspqnoEnl, ll UIB ernplc,y€o:
I ls age 65 orold€r,
'ts lllnd. or
. Wlll clalm adlustmen(E to Incomsj lgx oredils; or
llernlzed deductlons. on hls or her lax retum.
Fulue dcvelopments. }
developtner{s aflecll ng I
eclacrco afior w0 retgase
Personal Allowances
Enter nl " for yourself if no one else can clalm you as a depondent .
[ . You aro single and have only one job; or I
Enter"'l"if; J.Youaremqrrled,hsvoonlyonejob,andyourspousedoesnotwork; or i ,t 
'YourwagesfromasecondJoboryourspouse'swagos(orthetotal of both) are$1,500orless, J
Enter "1" for your spouse, But, you may chooso to enter 't0-" if you afe monled qnd havo oithor a working spouse of more
than one Job. (Entoring ''-0-" may help you avold havlng too llttle lax withheld) C 
_
Enter number of dependenls (other than your spouse or yoursel$ you wlll clairn on your tax return . , D :
Enter "1" il you will flle as head of housohold on your tax return (6ee condltione under Head ol household ebove) E
Enter "1" if you have at least $2,000 of chlld or dependent caro expenses for whlch you plan to claim a credit i, F
(Nota. Do not lncluda ohild support paymenis. See Pub, 503, Chlld and Dependont Care Expensos, for detaile)
Ghild Tax Credit (lncluding additionat ohild tax predit). Soe Pub, 972, Child Tax Credlt, for more informatloh,
' lf your total lncome wlll be less than $65,000 ($S5,000 if manled), enter "2" for-each ellglble chlld; ihen less "1 " if you
have throe to slx ollglble chlldren or less 2" lf you havo soven or more eliglble ohildren.
. lf your total incoms will bo between $05,000 and $s4000 ($s5,000 and $11 s,@ lf nranied), ontor " l " lcr eacfr eliglble chlld G
H Add lines A through G and enter total hero, (Note, Thls may be diffslenf{rom tho numbor of oxemplions you clairn on your lax return,) > H
D
E
r
- 
t . lf you plan to ltemizo or claim adjustmonls lo income and want to reduce your Wlthholdhg, 9e€ thg Dedqctionsroraccuracy, I andAdjustmentsWorksheetonpage2.
complete all I .o lf you aro sitlglo and have more than one Job or are marrled and you qnd your spouse both work and lhe oombined
worksheets I earnings from all iobs exoeed $50,000 {$20,000 if rnanled), soe tho Triro-Earneis/Muitiple.fobg Worksheet on page 2 to
that apply. I svold having too llttle tax wlthhetd.
' \ r lf nelrher of thE above situations applies, stop here and entef the numbor from []no H on lino 5 of Form W-4 below.
oMB No. 1545-0074
2@1& :
EecUflty number
Slngle Mafi€d, but wlthhold at hlgtterSlngle rate,
Note. ll separated, ot le nnonrGident slien, chock tho
4 lf your last ilame cliffors Jrom that shown on your soclEl seourlty card,
chock hero, You must oFll 1 -800-772-1213 fot a replacomont card, >
correct, and
Employee's slgnahrre
Cat, No, 10220Q rorm W-4 {zot+1
SOUTH CAROLINA TAX PURPOSES ONLY
o Forma W-4 (40[4]
Purpose. Complete Fom W-4 so that your omplovar
can tvllhhold tho conect Jedera[ incomo tax froin vour
pay. ConElder complsllng a nsrv Forrn W-4 eaoh Vear
and when your personal or ,lnanclal sltuat)on chahges.
Exemptlon frorn wlthholdlng, lf you 6re exompt,
complote only lines 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 and Eiqn lhe forrn
to valldale ll. Youroxamplion for 2014 eplres
February 1 7, 2016. See Pub. 505, Tax Wthholdlng
and Estfmated Tax.
Note. lf an0lh€r person can clalm vou as a dsoondent
on hls or her taxieturn, you cannoi clalm exerhption
from wlthholding if yourlncoma excoods g1;000 ard
inoludds more than $350 of un€arn€d incorne (for
examplo, lnterest and dividendsl.
Excepllons, An employee rnay be able to clalm
eielnption from wlthholdlng even lf the employee isa
dependent, IF lh6 6rlploy€6:
o ls age 05 or older,
. ls blind, o
. Wll claim adlustments to lncome; {ax credlts; or
it€mized dsductlons, on hls or hgr tax rolurn,
The exceptlorrs do not applylo supplemonlal wages
greater than $1,000,000.
Baslc Inslrucllons. lf you ar€ not ex€mpt, complete
ths Poysonal Allowahles Workshcel fietow. fhe
workshoots on page 2 furthor adjust your
wlthhold ng allowanc€3 based on ltemlzed
deduotlons, cerlaln crodits, adjustrnents [o lncome,
or two- oam6rs/multlplo lobe sltr.tations.
Complete all wovkshe€ts that spplv, Howoyer. vou
nray bla:m fewor lorzero) allowirnc'es, Forregular
wages, wtihholdlng must be hased on allowances
you clahned and may not bo a llal arnourrtor'
percentage oF wago9.
Head of household. Gdnorally, you oan claim head
of household filing staluo on your lax 
'etum 
only if
you ate uhmarded and pay more than 60% of lfre
oosts o[ l(e6ping up a honls fol yourself ahd your
dependent(s) or olher quallfying individuals. See
Pub.601, Exemptlon6, Standard Deductlon, and
Flllng Informqtlon, for inforrnaUon,
Tax credlls. You can lake prolected laxsedlts lnto acmrmt
in flgurlng pur allowable nurnberot urilhloldlng sllol'/ancos.
Cr€dlts forchild 0I dsn6ndent care €xD€nses endlhe chlld
laxoredit mavb€ clalmed 0sino lhe Petconel Allowancee
Workoheet b6lo!v. See Pub. 605lor Infornlatlon orr
converting your other rrcdlts lnto wifhholding allowancos
Nonwago incoma lf you ha a lar06 smount ot
nonwage Income, such as intorest or dvidendq
consider maklno ostlmated tax Dalrments uslno Form
1010-ES, Estlmitod Tax for lndividuals. Olh€r{iso, yorr
msy orve additional tax. lfyou have pension or arlnul[yjirFome, sbe Pub. 505 to llnd out ll you should adJust
yourwlthholdlng on F-om W-4 orW-4P,
Two oail)€rs or mulllplojobs, lf you h4ve a
worl(ing 6pous€ or mors lhan one iob, liguro tho
total number of ajlowanms volr aro eDtilled to clalm
on all Jobs uslng wgrksheeti {rom only ona form
W-4. Yourwlthholding tNUelly vdll be most accumte
when all allowances ar€ claimed on ths Form W-4
forthe highoS paylng job and zoro allowsnces oro
clalmed on lhe olherg, See Pub, 605 for dotails.
Nonrc$ldenl alleh. lfyou ar6 6 [onresldeni allen,
ss Notire 1392, Supplementa[ Form W4
Instruction.s fot NonresidentAllenq before
complellng thls lorm.
Check your wlthholdlng. Attoryour Fotm W-4 takes
effect, use Pub, 605 tro soo howths qmount you are
havlhg withheld comsiares to your projected total tax
for2014. S€B Pub. 505. esDeciallv lfvour esrnlnos
oxc66d $130,000 lslngi6) dr$1 8600'0 (Marri€d),-
Fulure developilenls. Infonnallon eboul qnylukrs
dovolopmonlo affec.lhg F.dm.W.-4 (6uclr as leElslation
enACle0 anerwe tetoase I) wlll 08 Do$eo at WWW,trS,r
D
F
A Entor "1 " for yourself lf no one else can claim you as a dependent .
f " You are slngle and have only oneJob; or I
Enter "l " if: | ' You are married, have only one jab, and your spouse does nol work; or I' t 
" 
Your wages from a seoondjob or your spousa s wages (ortha total of both) are $1 ,500 or less. J
Enter "1 " for your spouse, But, you may choosg to €nter 'L0-" if yau sre marrJsd and have elther a worklng spouso or rnoro
than one job. (Enterlng "-0-" may help you avoid having too little tax wlihheld) C
Enternumberofdependents(otherthanyourspouseoryoulsel0youW|||c|almonyourtaxreturn'
Enter "1" ifycu wlll filo as hsad of household on your tax return (see conditions under Head of household above) E
Enter..1',ifyouhaveatleast$2,000ofchi1dordoponder*c6rooxponscsforWhichyouplantoc|aimacredit
(Note. Do not inolude child support paymcnts. S06 Pub, 503, ChUd and Dopondent Caro Exporlsos, for detailsJ
Chtld Tax Credit (including addltlonal chlld tax credl$. See Pub. 972, Chlld lax Credlt, for more lnformatlon.
c lf your total incoms will be less than $65,000 ($95.000 lf manied), entor "2" for each ellglble chlld; then less 'rl " lf you
have three to slx ellglble chilclr€n or less "2" if you have seven or more ellglble chlldren,
I lf your total income wlll be between $65,000 and $84,000 ($95,000 and $119,000 if marrie{, enter "1" lor each ellglble chlkl c
H Add lines A through G and enter tolal here. (Not6, This may be different frafi tho number'of er(emptione you claim on your tax return,) ts H
Sepavate here and glve Form W-4 to your employer. Keep the top part for your rccords. ---
. 
( o lf you plan to itemize or clalm adjustments to income and want to roduco your.withholdlng, seo tho Deductions
roraccuracy, I andAdjustment$Worksheelonpag€2.
comploto oll I o lf you are single ancl have more lhan one Job or are marrled arrcl you and yotrr spouse both work ancl the conrblned
worl(sheols I earnings from all jobs exceed $50,000 ($20,000 lf maffled), ses the Tlvo-Earner$/Multiple Jobs Worksheet on page 2 to
that apply. I avold having too llttle tax wlthhold.i o lf neither of lhe above sltuatlons applles, stop here and enter the numbor from lino H on line 5 of Form W-4 below.
Employee'e Wfthhslding A[ lowance Oertificate
l" Wholhor you aro enlitled lo claim a c€rtain numtrer of allorvances or exemptlon ftrnl wlthholdlng ls
oulrjoct to rol,lgwly lhe lFS. Your employet may be required to send a oopy ofthls fofm to th6 lRS.
OMB No. 1545-0074
z@fre
o
6
7
,.- !ffi=4
Deporlmentof iheTremry
Inlernal Rmnua SNlce
1 Your flrst name secutity number
3 LI Single Mdlr16d, but wfthhold at hlgher Slngle l"te.
Note, lfmaried, but a nonrcsldent allen, checktho
.f lf your last namo differs from that shown on your soolal seaudty cdrd,
check lrere, You rnlrst cell 1-8nO-?72-1213tor a ment card. >
Total numberof allowances you are olaiming (from llne H above or from the appllcable worksheet on page 2)
Addiiional amount, if any, you want wlthheld from each payoheok
I claim oxemption lrorn withholding {or 2014, and I certlty that I meet both of the following'conditions for exernption.
Last year I had a right to a refund of all federal income tax wlthheld because I had no tax liabilily, and
Thls year I expect a te{und of all foderal Incomo tax wlthheld because I expect to havs no tax
lf you meet boih conditlons, writo
Upder penalties of porlury and belief, [t ls true, conecl, and complate.
slgnafule
form ls not valid unloss ir.) > Date>
(Enployer: Complete lines B and 10 only if
Fo/ Privacy Act and Papetwork Reductlon Act Notice, see pago 2, Cat. No.102200
10 Employer
rorrn W-41aot+;
STATE OF SOUTH CAFOTINA
AUTHORIZATION AGREEMENT FOR ELECTRONIC DEPOSITS
NEW ! DELETE t] ADD (Onty For Addlng 2nd Account) O
Agsncy f
EMPLOYEE
NAIIEI
EMPLOYEE
sogtAl sEcuRrrY
NUIIBERI l_L__1._l_l l_l ll I
(nlno dlgits)
| zuthotizs the Shte of Soulh Carolina (horelnaftor "tho Stale") to Inltialo credlt onlriee to my cheoklng (Translt oods 29) [J qnd/or saungs (Tranait Oode
sz) E acooun(s) indlqted belowandlhofinanolEllnstilutlon ldenlifled bolow(hereinalterthe deposltoryh)to orodlttho sarneto $uchacqourlt ($)byetoctronlo
moans, lundgrGlandh€l60payrnenlsandrolmbursomonlsmadotomo0yhestalg,lndudngpayrollandoxpono€rolnlbursoments,mayb6madet0lhess
aacgunlslnlhlsmenner. lnlheevgntofovarpsyrnontlomyac4ount, lauthodzolhostatotomakoatiadJugtlngdgbllenlrytomygaoquntuptothoarnounl
Firsl Middlo
(When two accounts, put dofinlts amount for one accounl and write ''Flemaining
Balance" lor other account.
ol Ule owrpqymenL
ANY TWO ACCOUNTS
TFANSTT CODE I l- 
-l
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION
CITY ANO I
Eank
ABA Number trrtttrrtr
(Up to nine posltions)
Accounl Number;
r r rrl.t""lL.tt ttt rtt I
{Up lo sev€nt€gn pooitlons)
TRANSIT CODE
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION
Itl
CITY AND STA
Bank
ABA Number r I I r I I r. | 1..._l
. (Up lo olne positlons) (Up lo 6ov6nleen posltions)
Amountof Deposit ' - ,-, 
- 
..
T{ls authorlty is to remsln lull force and slfecl pntll th€ State has recelvod wrltt€n notiflcatlon lrom me of its ler-
mination in such tlme and in such mannsr as to atford the Slate reasonable oppodunlty to act on lt.
Dato;
Signed:
Home Address:
Plnk.Agency Whlte- Employee
sTo FoBM 2 {7-1-86)
Accbunt Number:
Yellow - State Tressu ror's Of f lce
